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WRBab l' P R 0 C E E D'I N G S

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Good morning.
/

3 Wher.eupon,

. (] 3

STANLEY G. CHRISTENSEN,4

S
G. DENNIS ELEY,

6 and

7 DALE G. BRIDENSAUGH

8 resumed the stand and, having been oreviously duly sworn,

9 were examined and. testified further as follows:

10 JUDGE BRENNER: And welcome back to the witnesses_

11. 'also. . We expect to comlete your testimony..at least on

12 this subject, this morning you will be glad to hear.

13 We are ready for the County to conduct its
.q
T ,/ 14 redirect examination.

15 MR. BRIGATI: If I could have your indulgence for

16 one more minute, Ju'dge, so I can get organized here? I'm

17- so rry.

18' JUDGE BRENNER: Sure ly .

19 (Pause.)

20 JUDGE BRENNER: I will note-for the record that

| 21 we have the appearances for the same three parties that we

22 have had all week, that is, the Staff, LILCO, and the

23 County.

A;(,) 24 MR. STROUPE: Let me just note also.
'

[ 25 Judge Brenner, that I will have delivered to you this

I
o &

k

-- .-.
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I WRBab I morning the errata sheet'containing all the , joint

2 corrections for the September 20th transcript. .

/~1 3 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Thank you.

V
4 MR. STROUPE: I believe you were correct. You

5 told me last week that your copy had the uncorrected version

6 of the shot-peening testimony and I found that to be true in

7 my copy also.

8 MR. BRIGATI: As a preliminary matter, Judge.

while we are talking about aopearances, will the record9

reflect that Professor Sarsten was here for the testimony10

11 yesterday? He was sitting over at--

12 JUDGE BRENNER: We ll, we don't usua lly do that.

13 I mean' if you need to make a point of it, you can.

(,) 14 MR. BRIGATI: I think I would like the record to. ,m,
~

15 reflect that fact.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: I personally did not observe

17 whether he was here for all of it or not. I saw him hare at

18 times.

19- MR. BRIGATI: Well, Mr. Goddard was sitting here.

20~ MR. GODDARD: He was here until anproxi:nately two.

21 o' clock.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

23 MR. BRIGATI: I think it is important to note.

24- Judge, because his testimony was being discussed during part(k
25- of the cross-examination, that he was prescnt.

_
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WRBab- l- JUDGE BRENNER: It is usually.not that important

2 because, in.my experience -- and I am not talking about this

3 proceeding necessarily -- people who are not present are
. ,r3

U 'capableuof. reading transcript and thereby learning what4

5 occurred, too. You can't infer anything from absence. You

6 can infer something from presence, though.

I don't know what your point was, but you made
.7.

.

8 it.

9 MR. BRIGATI: Thank you, Judge.

.30 JUDGE BRENNER: Go ahead.

11 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

12. BY-MR. BRIGATI:

13 0 Mr. Eley, on cross-examination you testified that'

you did not make any independent calculations under the DEMA|( ) 14

15 rules'because you did not believe it was relevant to do so.

16 and " relevant" is your word..

17 Do you recall that testimony?
.

18 A (Witness Eley) I do.

19 0 You also stated that someone had told you that

20 the DEMA rules were outdated, and that DEMA was going to
f
! 21 re. lease a new set of rules.

22 Do you recall that testimony?
L

'

23 A That's correct.

24 0 Who gave you that information?()
f 25 A This was.Mr. Bob Ecker who is the

i

!

|-

t
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secretary-treasuer of DEMA, and-he advised me that the rules) WRB;b 1

2 were out of date.and at present being revised. And he said

/~') 3 that they were out of print.
\_J And I asked him for an interpretation of the4

5 ruling with regard to torsional vibrations, and he said he

6 -would not do so because they were out of date.

7 MR. STROUPE: I will again. Judge Brenner, move

8 to strike at this point, that being a form of rank hearsay.

9 I will of course inquire irto that further on recross.

-10 MR. BRIGATI: Judge, under the Federal dules,

11 hearsay by an expert is permissible. I don',t know how

12- anybody can determine what DEMA's current status is except

13 by checking with them.

I 14 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. I understand the

15 position.

We are going to grant the motion to strike.16

17 There is hearsay and then there is-hearsay that is just
lust heard

.18 incapable of any probing, and that hearsay we

19 falls in that category.

You cannot have a conversation with one person.20-
and then

21. whether it is an officar of an organization or not,

22 we get this witness' interpretation of what that person

23 said. And even if it is accurate, there are just so many

() 24 better ways, in a sophisticated croceeding with

25 sophisticated parties, to get evidence if the County

"
_
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1 WRBab 'l- believes it had evidence that the DEMA rules are no longer

2 appropriate.

r~% 3 So the motion to strike is oranted as totally
'

(_) _ insufficient foundation. for any finding of substantive f act.~

4

5 based on what Mr. Eley just told us.

6 MR. BRIGATI: May I ask Mr. Eley a couple of

7 foundation questions to try to reconstruct his testimony, or -

8- overcome your objection, Judge?~

9 JUDGE BRENNER: You won't be able to if it is-

10 going to be based on this conversation he had with that

11 person who is an officer of DEMA.

12 MR. BRIGATI: Regardless of the circumstances of

.J 3 the conversation? Is that correct?

-14 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes. given the other reasons II)
15 stated, there being so many better avenues of obtaining that

16: information if it is in fact true information. It is loing

17 to beLincapable of testing by cross-examination here,

18 totally incapable.

19- That is different than the other uses of hearsay

20 sources of information by which an exoert can form an

21 opinion on expert-type things. So we have granted the

22 motion to strike.

23 MR. BRIGATI: I understand.
n

(_) 24 BY MR. BRIG A TI:

25 0 Mr. Eley, Professor Christensen was asked whether
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NRB;b' I he was aware of any firing pressures measured with a Piezo

2 transducer in excess of _1680 psi. Do you reca ll that?

/~y 3 A (Witness Eley) Yes.
V

4 O And he testified No. Is that correct?
.

5 A That's correct.

6 0 Do you recall what the reported firing pressure

on the Shoreham EDG at full load with the Piezo transducer7

8 was?

9 A- Yes, I do. It was 1580 psi.

Professor Christensen also stated that he had10 0

11 reason to doubt the authenticity of that data which was

12- embodied in LILCO Exhibit P-35. Do you recall his testimony

13 in that particular?

bxj -14 .A Yes, I do.'

15 0 Do you share his reservations?

I did.a calculation with the Piezo electric data16 A

and .I found out that the break mean effective pressure for17

18| that particular cylinder came to about 91.3 percent of the
So that that

19 full load rating,- as I told you bef ore.
cylinder was not developing full power, and the other.20

cylinders must have been taking more oower than full cower21

12 2 in the other cylinders.

The cylinder that was giving 90 percent oower.*

23

91.3 percent power, if that had been at the full power() 24

25 . rating, .I estimated a figure of 1677 psi f or the maximum

-
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And if the other units -- the other cylinders, I
i WRBab I pressure.
l
'

2 should.say,_were-having to provide more power than the

normal 100 percent in order to develop 3500 kilowatts. at the3s

gd
4 board, then they. would have been in excess of 1677 psi.

5 0 Are you suggesting by your testimony that the

. engine was not running at 3500 Kw when that Piezo transducer6

7 pressure readi.ng was taken?

8 MR. STROUPE: I am going to object to the form of

9 the! question. -It's a leading question, "Are' you

10 suggesting...."

11 JUDGE BRENNER: The objection is sustained. Why

don't you re brase that one and be more careful in then:12

13 . future, because the objection does not fully cure the hara

14 with.that kind of question, as you know.()
15 MR. BRIGATI: I understand, Judge, and I'm trying

16 to move things along.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: I sustain the oblection.

18 BY MR. BRIGATI:

19 0 In your opinion, was the engine operating at 3500

Kw'when that Piezo transducer reading was taken?20

-

21 A (Witness Eley) It could have been operating at

3500 kilowatts with the load on that particular cylinder at22

23 91.3 percent and the other cylinders taking up the excess
theload in order that 3500 kilowatts could be attained at, .m

| () 24

25 board. Yes, it could still have been running at 3500
|

!

!

, _
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9WRBab- 1 kilowatts.

2 0 Land what was the-BMEP of the particular cylinder

r~ '3 .whose pressure reading is reflected in the digital data.
L)i

4 ILILCO Exhibit P-35, and the crank diagram, LILCO Exhibit

5- -P-5?

6 A 91.3 percent of 225 BMEP.

-7 0 And what is the BMEP of a cylinder in order to

8 produce 3500 Kw?

9 A 225 BMEP.

10 0 On all cylinders?

11 A That is wh8t you have to attain on all cylinders

12 'to be able to get 3500 kilowatts at the board.

13 0 Do' you have to attain that in each cylinder?
,

r You have to attain that in each cylinder, yes.(h 14 Aj

15 0 Professor Sarsten --

16 MR. STROUPE: I believe he is here today --

17- Do you mean Prof essor Christensen?

18 MR. BRIGATI: No, I said Professor Sarsten.

19 WITt!ESS ELEY: Could I . lust qualify my last
i

20 statement?

21 Some cylinders could be up and some cylinders

22 could be down on that 225 BMEP.
!

23 JUDGE BREMt!ER: That is quite a qualification.

24 In other words, you have .just changed your orevio'is answer.( )-
25 rlITlJE3S - ELEY : Well, if they are all at 225 342P

l

L
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92 WRBeb 'l and exactly balanced on each' cylinder, then you would
-

-2 ' develop 3500 kilowatts. If one was down, the others would
-

75 ~3 have to be Lup in order to develop 3500 kilowatts.-

4 BY MR. BRIGATI:'

5 0- Prof essor Sarsten testified that it was possible

~to calculate the BMEP of a cylinder from the data reflected6

7 In LILCD Exhibit P-35. Did you use the method that

Prof essor Sarsten was ref erring to on that particular8

9 occasion?

'l 0 A iWitness1 Eley) I used a method of plotting the

11 data out on a ressure-volume diag' ram. then I used a

12- planimeter to work the area, divided it by the length of the

13 diagram and multiplied by.the spring rating. And _that's the '

14 only wai 'that I know how to do it.. That is the onl'y way to
)()-

'15 do it.

16 0 Mr. Eley, assuming that the pressure in the

cylinder from which that Piezo transducer reading was taken17-

18 was .1590 psi, and assuming further that that cylinder was

- only developing 91.3 percent lof the 225 BMEP needed to19

20 produce 3500 Kw in this - engine generator set, is it possible
in the

21 for you to estimate the pressure that was present

22 other cylinders during that operation?

23_ MR. STROUPE: I am ooing to object to that

I ) 24 because I don't see how, based on his previous answers to

25 questions, that could he possible.

=
- . -. . .. . , . . _ . - _ - . . . - - _ - _ _.. .- ..
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WR8sb I JUDGE BRENNER: The objection is overruled. 'We

wi11 let the witness give his ' answer and an explanation, and.'2 !

'3 then you : can -come back at ,it if you need to.j' }
4 WITNESS ELEY: It is dependent upon the balance

~5 of-the1 engine. If one cylinder was taking all of the oower

6 that was missing from the1cylinderLwhich was. low, then it

7 would be an excess of 1677, all in the one -- 1677 psi, all

8' in the one cylinder.

But if each one of the other seven cylinders was9

taking part of the loss of power in the one cylinder, then-10

11- the maximum pressure will be in excess of 1677 osi for a

smaller amount scread over those other seven . cylinders.11 2

13 .BY MR. BRIGATI:

U 14 0 - Can you estimate- - Assuming all the other

15 . cylinders were in balance, can you give us an estimated

pressure that would be-present in the other seven cylinders16
,

on the average to make up for the lower pressure in'the-17'

cylinder whose pressure-reading data is reflected in LILCO18
,

19' Exhibit.P-35?

20 MR. STROUPE: Judge Brenner. I am going to lodge
This

21 a relevancy o5jection here, and asked and answered.

22 matter was gone into at length in the oiston testimony. I

sat.here in the courtroom and heard it'for two days.23

. (m - 24 MR. BRIGATI: I would-like to rescond to that..

(

25 Judge.

7-.
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.I' 'NRBnb i ~ JUDGE BRENNER: Go ahead.

.2 MR. BRIGATI: I believe, on the present state'of-

r''N 3 the record, if you'look at the record'very carefully, there
- Q,)

is a suggestion that the data reflected in Exhibit P-35 and4

5 the crank angle diagram, P-5, is. representative of the

pressure in all of the cylinders of the engine at the time~6

7 .those data readings were taken. And that simply is not

8 scientifically possible.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

How does this relate to any questions asked of'10 -

11 these witnesses.on the subject of crankshafts? I was going

12- .to ask you that before the objection we now have before us.
-

13 MR. BRIGATI: Mr. Stroupe himself asked about

!, ) 14 whether we had any knowledge or evidence concerning maximum
.

j8

s_

15 firing pressures in excess of.the 1580 psi reflected in

16 LILCo. Exhibit P-35. And I think there is an absolutely

- l '7 direct connection between the evidence I am trying to adduce

18 from this witness and his cross-exanination in that.

19 particular.

20 MR. STROUPE: Judge Brenner,-if I might respond?

I believe my questions related to 1680 and 1723-21

22 psi.

-23 MR. BRIGATI: No, Judge, he also--
:Af

' [s)- u24 JUDGE BRENNER: Do you have a transcript cite? I. s

25 don't r emember.

'
- - - _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ __
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WRB:b- 1 .MR. BRIGATI: We. will try to find it. de just
'

2' got the transcript this morning.

.r y .3 JUDGE BRENNER: . Why don't you go to another area
AJ and come back to this, because I am concerned we are mixing4

5 testimony in the other area.with this, but I don't know yet.
,

6 and I want to think aSout it, and I want to look at the

7 transcript.

.I certainly recall questions about the firing8

9 ' pressure.

10 MR.~BRIGATI: May I suogest something?

This.is the last question that is pending on this
11

12 particular line of questioning. If you will accept it
,

13 subject to a motion to strike if you believe that the

( ) 14 evidence is inappropriate, fine. Then we can move on to?m

15 another subject.

I think that would be the most efficient way of16

17 proceeding at this point.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. I will accept that.

19 MR. STROUPE: Judge Brenner, I can ooint out on

20 page 24,162 of the transcriot, I asked the question of

21 Professor Christensen

22 ....you are indeed aware, are you not."

23 sir, that there is no evidence of any maxi;.um

24 cylinder cressures in the Shorehan ED3s in this( )!
! 25 proceeding that are measured at a figure higher
;

!~

i.

.

I'
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1. cdRB:bD 1, than 17'20 psi?"

2 MR.:BRIGATI: Judge,.we will find the reference.

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Let him ask the question. I was

4 concerned because_I thought you were goina to go on with the

5. line, soLyou anti 61 pated my ' concern by- your last comment.'

'6- Mr. Brigati.

7 Askothe question again, and then voir said you

:- 8 -will be moving on .to another area.. Co rrec t?
-

9 MR..BRIGATI: Yes, sir.

10 -JUDGE BRENNER: Incidentally, none of my comments

11 should be taken to mean' that'I think the area is

12 impermissible.- I' just wasn't sure at the coment.

13 Go ahead, and we will put it all together later

( )-
'

14 aslyou suggested.

15- MR. BRIGATI: It was a very involved question as

16 I. recall, Judge, and I would like to--

17 WITNESS ELEY: I would estimate--

la ' JUDGE BRENNER: Let's get.the qlestion back again

because.at this time I don't remember, even though you do.19

(Whereuon. -the Reporter read f rom the record20

21 as requested.)

22 '
,

23'

$]) 24
1

E 25

.

3
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WRBpp' .1 ' WITNESS ELEY: I can only make an ertimate. I

2 have not performed any calculation. But I would say I

/' 3 percent of each unit.
\_)i .

4 18Y MR. BRIGATI:
,

5 0 And what does that translate'into in terms of the

6- firing pressure in each of those other seven units.

7 Mr. Eley?

8 A (Witness Eley) 1694.

9 0 1694 psi?

IO A Yes.

11 0 Thank you.

Professor Christensen, you testified that under12

Lloyd's rules, an engine manufacturer is permitted a 2513

(m_) 14 percent increase in the Z or Zed factor in the crankshaft-

15 formula to account for improved hardening processest do you

16 recall that?

17 A (Witness Christensen) I do.

Do you know whether shot-peening is.an accrued18 0

hardening process for purposes of soplying Lloyd's rules to19

20 the evaluation of a crankshaft?

21 A Yes, I do. It cannot he used.

What Z factor did you use in evaluating the22 0

23 crankshaft?
(")
\~/ 24 A I used the 1.

25 0 Do you consider that to be encropriate for this

|
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WRBpp 1 particular crankshaft-under Lloyd's rules?
'

.2~ ~.A- - That is the appropriate figure to use, yes.

gs 3 0 Do you recall. that there is also mentioned in
- L ,I Lloyd's rules which, f or the ' convenience of the Board, are

4

5- . embodied in LILCO Exhibit 41, there is a 1.15 Z or Zed

6' factors do you recall that?.

-7 A I do recall that, yes.

8- 0 Do you believe that that particular Zed factor-
would be. appropriate for use in evaluating the Sh'oreham9

10 replacement crankshafts?

'll A Could I just have that again, because I got

little bit mixed up with Zed f actor and another f actor,12 a

~l3 please?

14 0 Do you believe that the 1.15 Zed factor reflectedj()
~ 15 in Lloyd's rules would be appropriate f or use in evaluating

the replacement crankshafts for the Shoreham engines?-16

17 A- The 1.15 factor is relative to'the forcing

18' method.

19 O My question is Do you believe it is acorocriate

f or uJe in evaluating the Shoreham replacement crankshaf t?20-

No, because the Shoreham crankshafts were made by21 A

1.15 refers
22- a different forging method and the figure which

23 to.

24' O And just to clarify the record, Professorri, '
25 Christensen, yesterday you mentioned that you had made so.ne
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%;WRBpp| -L I calculations' overnight ~and produced. a figure of 7.073

2: U. S. horsepower'for, purposes of Lloyd's calculation.

3 Do you reca'11 that?
{}-

4 A I--do.

5 0 And that calculation was using a Zed f actor of

6 :1.25 in your Lloyd's calculation at 1680 psi reflected in

7 County Exhibit 363 -is that correct?-

8 A That -is correct.

9 0 Professor Christensen, and that Exhibit 36 is not

-completely legible in the first -- the second page. Do you
10

have the original copy of that second oage before you?11

'l 2 A I do.

13 0 Would you read into the record the fourth and

) 'l 4 - fifth lines on that Exhibit?
15 A Could I ask the questions Is that the figure

16 starting at 1830, please?

17 0 No. That's' the figure beginnino -- I think the

18 words say "Take --

19 A Oh, the top line reads, "Take maximum oressure
|
| 20 f rom 1,500 to 2,000. I have not put the units in here but
i

21 the units are pounds per square inch.

22 0 And when you say the first line, you mean that is

23 the fourth line on the caget at I co rrect?

(~)/ - 24 A That is correct, yes.>

(_
25' O And below that fourth line, there is a fifth line

|

|

1
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1 'WRBpp -1 with two words that are not terribly distinct on the

2 exhibit.- Could you read that _into the record for us?

u''; 3 .A Yes. I foreshortened that to " Max P" meaning
U maximum pressure, and that refers to the two columns4

-5 -underneath.

6 O All right. The extreme --

7 MR. BRIGATI: Judge Brenner, do you believe that

8 the second column there is legible enough for our purposes

9 so we can restrict this to the lefthand column?

10 ' JUDGE BRENNER: Yes, at least on my copy.~

11 MR. BR IGATI: Thank you.

12 BY MR. BRIGATI:

13 0 Professor Christensen, could you read into the

14 -record the figures. reflected in the extreme lef thand column~( )_
as reflected in your original copy?

.

15' of page 2 of Exhibit 36,

16 A (Witness Christensen) Yes, I will read the

17. figures going downwards, which are the pounds per square

18 inch figures. The first figure is 1500. The.next figura is

19 1600. The following figure is 1700 1800 1900: 2000. And

20 the last figure is 1630.

21 O And just for the sake of orientating this written;

22 -- or this testimony to the document, the first number you

23 read of 1500 is psi and it is opoosite the number in the

(
_

24 second column, 105.46297

25 A That is correct, yes.
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'WRBpp_ l- .0' Mr. Eley, I believe you were asked abo'It.LILCO

~2 Exhibit C-17 yesterday and its reference to measured ,

stresses in the replacement-crankshaft for EDG 103 being3
J/')'L

4 24.6 ksi. do. you recall that testimony?

'5 A '(Witness Eley) I do.

~6 O And do you recall his testimony. Professor

7 Chris tens en?

8 A (Witness Christensen) I do.

9 0 Were either of you present at the -- let me

.10 strike that.

It was my understanding at that exhibit that the
11

24.6 ksi stress reading was based on strain gauge readings.12
'

13 am I correct?'

- D) 14 A That is so, yes.(,

15 .A (Witness Eley) Yes.

16 0 Were either of you present at the, strain gance

17 testing or experimentation which was the. foundation for.that

18 24.6 ksi calculation?

~ 19 A (Witness Christensen) I was not there when they

20 were taken, no.

21 A (Witness Eley) No. I was not there either.

Prof essor Christensen. LILCO Exhihit C-41 shows22 O

Lloyd's formula for evaluating crankshaf t designs is that23
m.
1,I 24 co rre ct?

25 A (Witness Christensen) That's co rrect. yes.
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- ;WRBpp. 1 O. ' I-was beginning the same. time you were. I'm~

*

2 sorry.

- 3 A I. beg your> pardon?

.4- Q ' Is-that correct?

5. 'A' ' It is, yes. ,

J6 O~ I believe you testified yesterday that that ,

7 formula dates back to 1920 or the 1920'st am I correct?

8 A The original form of the formula goes back to the
~

9 1920's, yes.

. 10 0 Is the formula, as reflected in LILCO ' Exhibit

C-41, the formula currently in eff ect.,under Lloyd's rules?'

-11-

12- A To my knowledge, yes.

13

-I4

15

16

17

18-

19

20

- 21
,

- 22
~

23

L 24

- 25-

.

5

1

e-

4

T

-w . v4 -ve,e,- .,,#,,werww,-,,,.,--,,,,.,.,.w,.e-.e.--..-w.,-,,.myy,-.,,,,. , , . ..m.,-- , , ,--w,,v.,.-,e .-w,y- ,.,_. ,---,,,.,y,, ,.. e,. .w,-y._,
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[.'WRBpp 1 O Is.that formula as reflected in LILCO Exhibit

2 -C-41 the same as it was in 19207

fl 3 A No. There have been many, many updatings of it.
v'

4 O' Is the formula. as reflected in the Exhibit. the

5 same as it was in 1950 when you were a Lloyd's surveyor?

6 A No.

7 0 Do you know the reasons for the changes in the

8. Lloyd's formula?

9 - A Yes. They have done a lot of experimental work.

10 They have done a lot of f atigue testing on full-scale

11' crankshafts, also on models. And they have, also, input
.

12 from other crankshafts that have failed. And the whole

thing is in a continuous updating. contin'iously being looked13

14 -at as materials improve, as I mentioned yesterday. with,_.s

'(,)
15 steels. So that will allow them to bring down the Saf ety

16 factors to lower values.

17 0 Okay.

Prof essor Christensen, in response to some of18

- Judge Vorris' questions yesterday, you indicated that you19

believed under Lloyd's rules it was aoprooriate to evaluate20

the replacement crankshaft for the Shoreham diesels, as if214

Am I
22 the continuous rating of the engine was 3900 kw.

23 correctly recalling your testimony?+

ym
Q 24 A Yes; I did.

25 0 Did you perform any Lloyd's calculations
>

:
I

, , - - - -.-..,---.,--n , - , . , . -----..-,--,,--n.,,-. y- ----,--,.e- 7 , , ~ , , - - - - - , -
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F. WRBpp l _concerning adequacy of the crankshaft at.a continuous

2 rating of 3500?"

.W 3 A I did.

'k_)-
' 4 'O Did the replacement crankshaf t meet Lloyd's rules

.5 on the assumption that the continuous rating of the engine

6 was 3500 rather than 3900?

7 MR. STROUPE: Objection. I don't believe'the

witness is competent to testify unequivoca51y whether it did8

9 or did not meet. There is no preface of ooinion for the

.10 question.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Not I'm going to overrule the
<.

objection, given all the testimony we have alreadv..both of12

13 qualification and'of substance. However, you are free to

.( ,,) 14 come back and probe his bases. So the oblection is

15 overruled.

16 As long as there is an interruption, I was coing

17 to ask Prof e ssor Christensen, if he can relate that to any

18 cortion of your written testimony in which you may have

19 discussed that. Do you believe there's something in your

20 written testimony on that point?

21 WITNESS CHRISTENSEN: Yes, it is contained within

22 this last set of figures, Judge.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: I guess I don't understand your

Is there something in your prefile writtea()- 24 answer.

testimony that addresses your analysis or conclusion as to25
,

-- _ _ . . _ . . _ . _ . - _. _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ . _ - - - _ . - _ _ _ , . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ -
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.como11ance of the crankshaf t witn Lloyd's rules at 3500 kw?h WRBpp- 1

2: WITNESS CHRISTENSENs Yes.:there is_ data in my.

.

3' testim'ony on that..yes.
'

'4: JUDGE BRENNER: Do you;know at what oage?

5- WITNESS CHRISTENSEN: It is within this page of

6' figures that I have here.

~7 JUDGE BRENNER: Can Counsel help me?

8 MR. SCHEIDT: 114. Judge.
,

.9 JUDGE BRENNER: And now, perhaps you had better
~ With all this

10 frepeat-the question to the witnesses.

!! interruption ---

.12 MR. BRIGATI: I believe I-got the answer.

.13 JUDGE BRENNER: I didn't hear it.

14' WITNESS CHRISTENSEN: Can-I have it again? I
);

15 f eel like a shuttlecock being batted back and forward.

~ 16 MR. BRIGATI: I want you to stoo feeling like a

'17 shuttlecock.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: Tell your Counsel to stop picking

19 on you during the next recess.

20 I'm .just kidding.
.

21 Go ahead.
.

22 BY MR. BRIG ATI:

23 0 Did your calculations concerning the adequacy of

24 .the' replacement crankshaft under Lloyd's rules, assumino a:( )
25 continuous rating of 3500 kw rather than 3900 kw. reflect

1-

-

I
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that the crankshaft was satisfactory under the Lloyd'sl' WRBpp I

2 standards?
.

('y 3 A (Witness Christensen) It was inadequate.

. Gi .
4 MR. BRIGATI: Judge, at this time I would like .to-

It consists
5 have another exhibit marked for identification.

of an- extract -f rom .the ABS deoosition -- more particularly6

7 the deposition of July 13. 1984 -- of three ABS witne sses.

Messrs. Woytowich. Blanding, and Giuf f ra. G-i-u-f-t-r-a.8

9 And the exhibit consists of pages 114 through 130.

10 inclusive, from that trtascript.. And I will note that it.
therefore, encompasses two of.the pages embodied within11

12 LILCO C-42. Those two oages were added to this particular

13- exhibit because, in my opinion..the testimony that-is

JJ 14' represented by LILCO Exhibit C-42 is not-the complete.,~

15 testimony on the subject that that particular exhibit

16 -proported to address.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: Don't say too much. All you have

to tell me is that you're putting it in to enJage in18
thisre-direct relating to the questions asked by LILCO c19

129 andpanel from the LILCO Exhibit C-42, which were pages20

-21 .130 in the same deoosition. Is that what you're telling me?

22 MR. 34IGATI: Yes.

23 JU9GE BRENNER: I don't want any more testimony

. ,,)(_ 24 from yout that's the problem.
.

25 We will merk it. What's the last number of the

,

s

,e - w - - - - ~ . , , ,e_. , - - - - , , , - , , - . - - . . - . -,_.-w. ,,.---,.-..-,,,m - . , - ,. .,p~, ,- ,,,- -
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I

?''WRBpp .I County's exhibits?

2 According to our records, this'would he County
,
,

-:- '3 Exhibit-72. Is that consistent with your recordst
' (_)Y p-

' *' 4 MR. . BR IGATI t - Yes, sir.
-

5- JUDGE BRENNER: As lust identified, it will be.

6 . marked County Diesel Exhibit 12. for identification.
(Whereuonn. County Diesel Exhi5it.

7<

# 8 No. 72, pages 129 and 130 of
,

19 9 depo of ABS witnesses. 7/13/84, <
,

y
7,1 was marked for identification.)

f) ;10
't

.

,

I!! JUDGE BRENNER: Let me point out one problem.
-

a-

.12 It's not a oroblem. Let me.coint something out, since this~

# )
, /) ' 13 may affect the way you formulate your' questions, and what

,

i 14 foundation questions you might ask.(J%

.15 Since we are receiving aoproximately 15 oages of~

16 this deposition.now for the first time. in terms _of

.17 evidentiary fashion, we are not going to ha eble to sit her e
We were able to<

[j) 18 and read it and see what is on those.oages.
in front of

19 'do that yesterday when we had to reed two pagr

So you need to formulate your questions ia order to20 us.

21 make the point you want to make. exoressiv on our record
'~

22 here.

t MR. BdIGATI: I intend to, Judge.23'

!

24 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.
[_ (]

25 Go aheed.

.

>

f

,

3

____._._.____.___m.__ _ _ . _ _ . - _ . _ . _ _ _ . - _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ._ _. _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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WR,Bpp~ 1 BY'MR.'BRIGATI:.

Professor Christensen, yesterday you were askedQ2 y 1

13 about some deposition testimony of ABS witnesses _concerning
: ,.s ,a-
! \

_

'the method of ms}ing web calculations out of the ads rules.
I'

~

~ ~4

to
&3 5 . And you wers'showrj lILCO Exhibit q-42. which was an extract

1

N 6 from that depositfon testimony d$_you; recall that?
@.\ '

/,~
3- '7 A (Witne'ss Christensent I .do..

Ei
|8 ' . O gY6u were present at the deposition of _

,

9 '4essrs.. rioytowibh, Blanding, and Giuff ra on July 13, 19,84,
..

10 wereyouno.ik*
. - t<

A '

j|'9p ;.

,

11- A :Dwas, yes.
.i.-

< < . t .

W:s s12 O' I would like you to loo _k at . cage - 128 in County-r ". -

QIff. O i

g. Wy E, r "T .
'd'13 -Exhibit 72.-.

'
3

.
,s'

. /(]
'

14 .j' Let me ask you first, Profe3sor Christesen.'

' ^^ ' '

;

J'w _.a_
15' whether you have reviewed thiTi extract 'of te'stimony- this, {ei , ,

.

h,,

}([[' 161 morning? i
.

. . ,,;

p'E j17 A Yes. I think d have It f airly well in mv mind.q

[ ,; 18 '.O '[. And based upon your review. ;did,= thh t ranscripte''
-

t ; - ;w
tyy apoear to.be aniaccurate renditio7 of what you heard on the-,

19'", ' ,

I1 occasion of ydur - on the. occasion of that deposition?20 y.'

7'"ctp
' '

<

.21 A Yes, I'm sure that is an accurate rendition.,

4 ,

22 0. All right.- ,

,s.

23 On the top of-page 128. beginning, at line 1.

-- 24 there's a question and it states: "Ref erring you tof/l'-
A_/

-25 34.17.4, relating -to solid crankshaf t webs " do you s ee

.-

s

- ,

, ,

-

- * - . .__...-.,_...a ~ . - _ .
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'WRBpp1 l- :that question?

.2 A I do see that question, yes.
,

[3 .0 ;Do.you know what the numbers 34.17.4 relate to?'
~

4 'A Yes.. They relate to the rules in the rule bookyd^

5 ' dealing with calculation of solid web. sizes.

6 .0 - What rules. Professor Christensen?

7: A- The A3S rules.-

8 0 And farther down on oage 128, beginning on line

9' .l'4 and continuing through 17, there is a question which

includes the . term "deeo re-entering fillet" do you see
10

11' that?

12 A ~I'do~.

13 0 Do you know what a." deep re-entering ' fillet" is?

14 A Yes. It is the same as the fillet that they-have
))|

15- in the Shoreham crankshafts.

16- O. And at pages 129 and 130 of this exhibit.

Prof essor Christensen, becinning at line 21. . Mr. Wovtowich17'

18 is quoted as giving the following testimonyt
"I believe that our normal practice would be to19

20 measure that dimension f rom the boundary of the

actual crankshaft material at one fillet to th9t21

at its opposite fillet, rather than constructing22

the arbitrary lines of a face of the web and23

.i .2'4 going between them.- Essentially, it makes sense

to count only the metal that is actually there."25'

- . -. . -.. - -- - .- -. , , . - - . . . - .-. - .. - _ - - .
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) WRBpp i Do you see that?

2' A I :. d o .

Is that how you-calculated the web dimensions for.|( .3- 0

determining the adequacy of the replacement crankshafts at'4

5| Shoraham as reflected in your testimony in this croceeding?

L6 A- That-is' exactly what-I dids ves.

:7 0 Professor Christensen. I-would like to direct
;

8 your attention to County Exhibit 40, about which you-

9: testified..I:think ~ yesterday. And I'd like you to turn.
-

10 particularly, to the' drawing-that you were testifying about.

11 which is the fourth page of the exhibit - I'm sorry, it's

12 the-fifth pagelof.the exhibit.
;

.13

() 14

15-
,

16

17
t

:| 8 -

39

I- 20

| 21

22'
i

; 23
.

,'

L 25

*
?.

l
'

i
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Do you have that in front ~of you, Professor) IWRB;gb i

2 Christensen?

- (') 3/ .A I do.
u

4 0 I believe you testified yesterday that this

5 drawing is .a -representation of the cross-section of the we5

as you believe it should be viewed, am I correct?6

7 A That is so. yes.

At the top of the drawing -- we ll the drawing8 0

basically consists of several rectangles and at the top9

-10 there is an arc, do you see that?

II A I do. .

12 0 Can you tell us what that arc is intended to

13 represent?
,q
(_- 14 A' 1That arc represents the true section going

~

15 :through the fillet which is going around the journal, that

16 is, the 13-inch diameter journal.

17 O But is that intended to represent metal that is

18 actual.ly there?

That represents metal that is actually there.19 A

20- 0 All right.

2.1
And down at the bottom of the figure there are

zero and
22- some numbers on either side of the page,

zero-sub-one, do you see that on the lef t and right sides'. 23

. (~} of the page Professor Christensen?,(s- 24

25 A Yes, I do.
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|

I. ,WRB:gb 1 O And there is a dotted line running fro, zero to
',

.- 2 zero-sub-one, do you see that?

("3' 3 A I do, yes.'

G What is that dotted line intended to represent.
: 4~ Q

5 Prof e ssor Christensen?
That represents _the profile across the web on the6 A

J7 pin. side.

8 O And above that dotted line is two rounded-off

-9 triangles, do you see them?

' 10 -A I do.

What ' are those rounded-o ff triangles intended to
11 O

.

12 -represent?

13 A That represents the boundary of the metal.
-

Well maybe you could explain where the 5oundary( ,! - 14 0

of' the metal is as reflected by those rounded-off triangles?' 15

16- -A Yes, that is the boundary of the re-entrant

17 fillet where it is cut into the web.
IS O Where _ is the -boundary as reflected in the

19 triangles, Professor Christensen?

20- A The boundary is the solid line.
Would that be the hvootenuse of the triangles as

21 0

22 we see them in this?

- 23. A That would be so, yes.

24 O Professor Christensen, have you had an
-- )

opportunity to personally review ABS's web calculations25

. . _ . _ . - - _ - - - ... -. ._.. _ , _ . . , _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . . . _ .-
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WRB;gb. 1. concerning:the.Shoreham replacement crankshafts?

2 A No.-I have never seen any calculations.

3 0 Were those calculations available at thef~}
-deposition of the ABS witnesses at which you attended?.v

4

5. A No. they were not available to us.

6- If I_ remember correctly. Mr. Woytowich or one of

the gentlemen from ABS said that the gentleman who had made7

8 them had left the organization.

Did Mr. Woytowich know how they were calculated?9 0

10 A No, he did not.-

.11 0 Did anyone in behalf of the ABS present know how-

12 they had been calculated?

13 A- No. they did not.

rj Mr. Eley, yesterday you were being examined about
is_f 14 0

ABS torsional calculations reflected in County Exhibit 47.15

16 dill you locate County Exhibit 47?

17 Turn to page 14 i f you will olease. Mr. Eley.

The . top of the page has the words " critical soeed for 5.518

19 order." Mr. Eley.

20 Are you oriented into the exhibit?

21 A (Witness Eley) Yes.

22 0 Yesterday you were asked whether those -- whether

23 the calculations reflected on that page did not disclose an

A_j 24 ABS calculated torsional stress using only two orders ofO

25 vibration and you answered that that was correct. ABS
i-

|

.

r ., ,- .,u , - , . . - , . - . ~~y . _ . _ . . . . . - . - . . , - , .-
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EWRBagb - I calculated only two orders of vibration.

2 Am .I correct?

| |3 A' Yes, that's correct.

4 O Do-you knod whether the calculations-reflected on

5 that page.14 represented the complete torsional analysis as-

6 normally performed by ABS?

7' A No, I think I said that this . was -- this lookei

8 to me like a rough draft form and we don't know how the

9 American Bureau of Shioping calculated their orders.

10 0 Do the ABS rules provide that only two orders
~

11 should be summed in undertaking a torsional analysis?

12 A Not that I know of.
'

13 0 Well have you reviewed the ABS rules, ur. Eley?

14 A They give a rule for the total vibratory stress)-
15 but they don't say.how it i s calculated.

16 0 There was no specific reference in.the rules to

17 limiting the analysis to two orders of vibration. is that

18 correct?

' 19- A That is correct.-

20 0 on page 20 of the same exhibit. 84r. Eley , at the

top of the page there are the words " Safety factor, desired'
21

. 22 minimum 1.34," do you see that?

- 23 A Yes, I do.

--y~\ -(_j 24- 0 Do you know what the 1.34 figure is?
-

Yes, that is the figure Mr. Woytowich ref e rred to25 A

.

!

.

v w e T- = m -e- w e w -r--=*+-r, a- g- y 3 w--+- .s-r - ----w e va r,---vv-vr-m-- --~~tr -w1-w--e-- ----*s---t*e--e- *-rear = -tv-- 5---r-+-
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li WRS:gb 'l in his deoosition when he said that that was the lowest
~

2 safety margin that had ever been -- that a crankshaft had

e 3 .ever been approved at prior to this time for any other
, -( 5_)

41 manufacturer.

5 0 Turning your attention- to County Exhibit 72.

-6 which i:s the extract of the deoosition of the ABS witnesses.

7 - can you tell me where Mr. Woytowich made' that statement?

Let me rephrase the question because I think it8

9 will simplify things.

Is the testimony of Mr. Woytowich you are10

11 referringcto contained on page 122 of County Exhibit 72?

12 A Yes. Witness Woytowich says --

13 0 Maybe you could tell us what line that aopears

(n) 14 on, Mr. Eley, and then you won't have to read it. The lines
,

15 appear on the lef t-hand side.

16 A Starting from line'12.

17 0 Through line....?

18 A 14.

19 O Thank you.

Mr. Eley, in the cross-examination of you, not20

21 your cross-examination. you were asked about the safety'

factor calculations that appear on oage 20 of that exhibit.22-

23 Do you recall?

f() 24 A Yes.

25 0 -- those questions and answers ?
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-WRBcgbf 1- A 'Yes.-*
,

+ 2 O Do you know how.those safety factors were

X -3 calculated?
Issb

.

These are calculated by the ABS in-house method4 A

5 -and these are-the ones that were compared to that 1.34'

'6 desired-minimum.

'7 Q. And what do you hase your testimony on in that

respect, Mr. Eley, how do you know that those safety factors8

were calculated according to the ABS in-house method.-9

10 JUDGE BRENNER: For examole. Mr. Eley, is there-

to refer to?
'l l - something in County Exhibit 72 you might want

12 MR.'BRIGATI: Perhaps I could refer him to pnge

13 Il9, Judge?

'14 JUDGE BRENNER: Go ahead. Thank you.'( )
15. ~MR. BRIGATI: -- or page .117, lines eight through

16 13.

17 JUDGE BRENNES: My only concern is that may not

18 5e how he knows it.

19 MR. BRIGATI: We can clarify that. Judge.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay.

21 MR. BRIGATI: I am simpiv --

22 JUDGE BRENNER: Let's see what he says first.

23 MR. BRIGATI: -- trying to move it along.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

I share your motive which is why I . jumped in25

l'

!

.- _.- . --- __- . __ _ . . - . _ . - _ _ _ . , . . - . _ _ . , . . - - . . _ -._.-- _ .. .._ - _ -._ , .
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3
.

.

iWRBagbi.. _l ~ also.

21 WITNESS ELEY: Yes. I took this from this sheetv
:

L(''(, 3 Il7 ~ saying .that there should be some' sheet indicating saf ety
.

ss
..

4' -factors.,

5- BY MR.-BRIGATI:

'6 0 Mr. Eley, were you present at the deposition of
9 .

7' Messrs. Woytowich,- Blanding and Giuf fra?
,

.8 A (Witness Eley) I was, yes.
;

117
~9 0 -And you heard the testimony reflected on page

10- . and page -119 and the testimony in this exhibit concerningm

11 the -saf ety f actors reflected on page 20 of County Exhibit

-12 47?'

13 A Yes.
' ?^%

. 14 -MR. BRIGATI: -I have no further questions on(_)
.

15. redirect -- Wait a second. - Judge, maybe I1do.

16 (Pause.)

. I '7 . MR. BRIGATI: I have no further questions on

18 redirect, Judge.
,

19 ' JUDGE.BRENNER: LILCO?
-

.20 MR. STROUPE: Yes, indeed, Judge.
'

b 21 JUDGE BRENtlER: I was not going to ask until yo's^

22 added the "indeed," I assumed it was just a figure of soeech
,

23 rather than an estimate of some quantity.
. r\'

T.l 24 MR. STROUPE: I would estimate, Judge, 5ased on
s

25 the Board's questioning yesterday and on the redirect
.

..
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II WRB:gb' I this : morning that I might have 30 minutes maximum.

2- JUDGE BREt!NER: . A ll right.

) 3' Why don /t you proceed?

4 MR. STROUPE: Judge Brenner, may I inquire one

5 thing. before I start my questioning?
This morning a motion to strike was made as to6

7 certain portions of Mr. Eley's testimony relating to hearsay

8 statements.

9 Mr. Eley also testified yesterday on cross
~

concerning a telephone conversation he had had and I would- 10 ~

just like to inquire as to whether I need to go into that or11

12 whether the granting of the cotion this morning analied as

13 -well to the motion yesterday.

A
\_) 14 JUDGE-BRENNER: Well no, it does not apply

.15 automatically -- and I heard the testimony yesterday.
There was also some testimony on either 54onday or16

Tuesday that you were going to come back to and remind me of17

which you didn't.altnough we might be able to piece it18

19 together later anyway.

20 You had hetter point me to yesterday's testimony,

21 - and if you want to come back to it we will.

22 You see, there is not an automatic test. unlike

.23 some of these nice mathematical formulas. The mere mention
-

.3( ' of a telephone conversation does not suddenly make something24

25 objectionable.
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I=WRB5gb 1. MR. STROUPEs- I understood that completely and
~

.

2 that was my reason-for asking the question as to whether I
~

'f'i S. should go' ahead |and go into that.
u

Judge Brenner, I believe it starts on page_24,2394-

5 of yesterday's transcript and it runs over to 24,210 and

'6 runs also over to 211 I believe.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: We denied the motion to strike

' yesterday on the sub ject and we- are going to stay with that8

9 ruling. But you can come back and find out why he knows it.~

'l0 MR. STROUPE: Fine.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.
.

The motion to strike this morning was related to12

the fact that we. don't want any party to cite some official13

.('Y position of DEMA as to the status of their rules based on(_) 14

15 something somebody told -- who is an officer of DE1A told

Mr. Eley and it was that part of the answer which caused .av16

17 granting the motion to strike this morning.
And this answer you are ref e rring us back to. I;18

19 need to know :nore about -- if you want to challenge it --

about what Mr. Eley may know in his expertise that may cause20

21 us to credit'it or not credit it.
22 4R. STROUPE: Fine Judge.

23 MR. BRIGATI: Judge. I don't want to incur your

24 wrath by revisiting old ground, but it occurs to me that IO(>
should bring something to your attention in connection with25
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I WRBigb- 1 :.that conversation with DEMA.

2' JUDGE BRENNER: Not while the witnesses are

.'I don't know how much you are going to tell me.'3L 'here.if )'
-

s.
Mr. Stroupe is going to have to ask some questions about4

5- some other subject that may touch on it and I would rather

-6 we have -this. conversation later for that reason, but I will

7' let you do it later.

8 MR. BRIGATI: Fine.

'9 JUDGE BRENNER: And I suopose you would like to~

have the conversation before we permanently excuse the10

11 witnesses?-

12 MR. BRIGATI: That would be preferable, yes.

-13 -JUDGE BRENNER: All right. lie will work it out.

RECROSS-EXAMINATIONI 14

15 BY MR. STROUPE:

16 O Mr. Eley, you testified yesterday did you not,

sir, that you had a certain telephone conversation with17

18 these two gentlemen in regard to DEMA?

19 A (Witness Eley) That was -- There were two people

I talked to at DEMA, one was a pro ject secretary celled Judy20

21 and we did not get her second name. The other was Robert

22 Ecker, who is the Secretary-Treasurer.
An6 I believe you indicated that they told you23 0

the majority of their stress levels did not go beyond 200324-

25 psi, is that correct?
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b.WRB;gb l- A' I -thought you were ref erring to DEMA. I'm so rry ,

2 - I misconst rued .your --

/~'- 3 0 Did you have a conversation with a Mr. Don Ginter
. w] '

of Colt lndustries and a Mr. Joe Smith of Colt Industries?4

There was~a telephone conversation with Mr. Don5 A

Ginter and Mr. Joe Smith of the diesel design and testing
6_

department and Mr. Don Ginter of the diesel engine ,

7

analytical department on the 27th of September.8

9 0 And did they tell you in that conversation that

the majority of their stress levels did not go beyond 200310

11 psi?

The statement that was made was the maiority of12 A

iftheir stress levels did not go beyond 2000 psi and that13

( .14 ~ we had an engine whose crankshaft-stress levels were even- n)
close to' that of DEMA's we should seriously consider fitting15

16 a detuner since the stresses mentioned in DEMA were very

17 high. That was the statement that they made.

Now did they tell you whether the 2000 psi18 0

ref erred to a single order or numerous orders?.19

20 A No, they did not.

21 0 So you don't know whether it ref erred to one or

22 more orders, do you?

23 A No, 1 do not.~

Do you know what sort of engine they were talking(Q._j ,
,

12 4 0

25 about?
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1; . WRB;gb' 1 A No, I do not. That is the only statement that

2 was made.

3' O You don't know what sort of cylinder firing
((])

pressures, the T-sub-n's that they were talking about?4

5 .A No,-I do not.

What I was trying to establish was their method6

7 of adopting the DEMA rules.

8 O And you did not talk with them about what

' methodology they utilized to arrive at a 2000 psi limit? .9

.10 A I did ask them about the measurement techniques

and they said they measured actual displacement rather than11.

single peak and they did not use the square root sum of the12

13 squares values.
A Did you ask them what UTS they assume or whatlt.) - 14 0

15 ultimate tensile strength?

16 A No, I did not.

.17 MR. STROUPE: Judge Brenner. I would renew my

18 motion.to strike this testimony as not being --

19 JUDGE BRENNER: No, we are past the point of

20 a motion to strike, we will put it all together later.

21 BY MR. STROUPE:

Professor Christensen, you indicated yesterday in22 0

response to some questioning by the Board and this morainy23
A on redirect that the formula of Lloyd's dates back to thekl 24

25 1920's, is that correct?
,

_ ,-

|
-
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) SWR Bigb_ l. A '(Witness Christensen) That is correct. yes.

2 0- I believe you also indicated there had been

'3 numerous changes since that-point in time, is that correct?
' (( :

'4 ' A That is correct.
Do' you know -when the . last change to the Lloyd's5 0

formula for allowable horsepower for crankshaf ts was?'6
.

I think the'date was -- I can't remember;7 A Yes.
r

8 the exact date but it was during the year of 1978, if my

9 memory serves me correctly.-

10 0 Do you know what that change was?

11 A. Yes. That main change. if I remember correctly.

12 was to bring up the . formula from an older formula .where one

set of units'was used and then they brought up-the formula13
("T1 to be' able to use the international system of units, the SI

.

.

A-
'

14

.15 units -- I couldn't remember the name.

16 0 And isn't-that just a change from British units

17 to metric-units?

18 A No there is a hit more in it than that. I think.
- ,9- if I remember correctly. But I cannot remember every one of

the details in Lloyd's rules, the book in that thick20

21 (demonstrating). I would have to cjo back and ref er.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: Professor Christensen. he is not

- '23 asking about details, he is asking you about your Sasis for
'

,
-

the natureAJ' 24 your answers to your counsel this morning as to

25 of the change in Lloyd's rules.
:

I

_. _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ ._ .
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WRB:gb 1 WITNESS CHRISTEt4SEN: Yes, I understand that. I

2 think possibly an earlier change -- again I am trying to
' 3 quote from memory and it olays tricks with me

_

unfortunately. I think the earlier rule was somewhere4

5 around about 1970 but I cannot recall what the changes were

6 at that time.

7 BY VR. STRO'JPE:

8 0 Can I direct your attention, gentlemen, to

9 Exhibit C-16, Section 4 thereof, which is on page 4-1 and it

10 is entitled " Calibration Procedures."
Will you take a moment to look at that section.

11

12 olease, sir, specifically Section 4.4 entitled " Cylinder

13 Pres'sure."

( ) 14 A (Witness Christensen) I just cannot find it for-s

15 a moment.

16 0 That's on page 4-2 of Exhibit C-16.

17 A I have seen the document now.

18 0 It is true, isn't it, Mr. Eley and Professor

19 Christensen, that this document. Exhibit C-16 " Field Test

of Diesel Generator 103 With 13xl2-inch Crankshaft."20
have haen

21 embodies the data and information obtained that wa

22 talking about this morning by the Piezo electric quartz

23 transducer?

24 A It contains information on that, vos.

And by reviewing Section 4.4 you can sae, can't25 0
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~ for calibrating
}' ' WRB:gb i you. that this is the' calibration procedure

E 2 the Piezo electric quartz transducers?

| /~T 3 A Yes, I.have seen that, yes.

e) -
4 -0 And doesn't this indicate that the transducers

test?
5 were calibrated before and after the cylinder pressure

Are you speaking of the transducer which is used6 A

.for the torsional vibration test, or am-I getting mixed uo7

test?
8 with the transducer which was used for the pressure

I seem to be switching from one area to another.9 Secause

I am talking about the transducer referred to in10 0
.

1: 4.4. Prof essor Christensen.'

12 A 'I was looking at the previous one. I'm so rry . I

13 would like to go to 4.4 now.

m (Witness Christensen reviewing document.)
() 14

15 Yes. I do note thet that was a pressure test

16 which was done statically, yes, for the cressure

17 transducers.

18 0 Professor Christensen. will you turn ta figure

19 A-II.

20 A Could you givc me some ideo of where I might find

21 that to save time, please?

i

22 0 It is in the aopendix af ter the text. Professor

j~ 23 Christensen.

(.G) 24 A Yes. I have found it.

: 25 '4R. BdIGATI: Judge, may I inquire how this

|
|

!

l

. - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - .
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'tRB;gb l' relates to the prior examination that fo'11 owed Mr. Stroupe's*

2 . cross-examination?

3- JUDGE BRENNER: Well I think I recall something
- (~~',)
L

'4 'of it.
'

5 Judge Morris asked him about' his testi.nony -- 1

6 ' frankly don't remember whether it was Prof e ssor Christensnn

-7 or Mr. Eley -- but one of the witnesses about the accuracy

of.the Piezo elect.ic transducer which stemmed from oreviousr8

9 testimony by the witness.

10 MR. SRIGATI: But Mr. Stroupe is questionin;

11 these witnesses about a document that they did not orepare.

(z 12 JUDGE BRENNER: Well that doesn't matter. That's

13 true, we have had a lot of testimony like that.

14 Mr. Brigati. Your first objection was how it relates and()
15 that objection is overruled. It does indeed relate to

16 examination since Mr. Stroupe inquired.
'

17 BY FR. STROUPE:

18 0 Mr. Eley and Professor Christensen -- Strike

19 that.

Professor Christensen, you indicated that this20

21 was a static test. Doesn't in fact Figure A-11 Indicate

22 this was a dynamic step-down test?

23 A (Witness Christensen) First of all. I don't see

any reference to the words static dynamic downturn test ori ) 24

25- something that you said there, please....

.
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r . :.WRBagb-- 'l .0- Professor Christensen, let me direct yo'Ir'

-

_

' ' 2. attention =to Figure A-1i.'

- 3 Can you not look at that, sir, and tell.that the.
:

that- !
calibration test that was performed was a' stepdown-test' '

4

5 involved testing the instrument dynamically.rather than

'6 statically?

.7

8

9-

10

11
,

.12

.l3
.. .

!O i4

15

16

17

18

19

20
i

, 21

! 22
e

23

:O 24;

25'

.

|
|

!

:

,

.n .-,---,4 ,-u, ,,,n-.,,.,,,, .,,,,,.em._w-n_,,,,,y,,,,,,,,_,,.,_r,,,,.., .m.,+ - ern ._
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F :WRB]b 1 'O' MR. BRIGATI: I obtect to the question on the

2 basis that there is no foundation that this witness is
-

familiar with this. document or the diagram here for all of.

3:/'')(s 'the procedures that were followed in this testing sequence.4

And I think~that in order to ask.him any questions a5out,it.5

6 Mr.-Stroupe is going to either 'have to let him have the
-

opportunity to read the document in its entirety so he can7

8 orient himself into it, or establish that

Prof essor Christensen is sufficiently f amiliar with the9

10 details of the document to be eble to interpret this

11 drawing.
,

12 JUDGE BRENNER: Your ob iection is overruled for

13 this reason:

O The witness offered an opinion, his conclusion an
-(_). 14"

the accuracy of the-instrument. and Mr. Stroupe is entitled15

16 to come back and question thet opinion. Any time the

17 witness' answer is "I don't know because I haven't reviewed
this whole document" or anything of that nature, we will18

accept that as the witness' answer, and then we will19

evaluate what we think of that answer, based on what the20

21 particular question was.

Right now the particular question is "Can you22

23- tell from looking at that one page." and if the answer is

24 "No, I cannot tell unless I read the entire document," that(O_j
what we think

25 may be the answer and then we will evaluate

_ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _
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WRBab 1 of such-an answer from.the witness when we look at the

2 ~ . document ourselves in terms of drafting our' decision.-
He ooened'the area up-with his testimony, and as

( i ,3
xj

I said, any. time the answer is "I don't know." that will 594.
^

E5 the : answer.

rIITNESS CHRISTENSEN: Could -I heve that term=6-
term on

-7 again that you just used, because I don't see that

8 this page? Otherwise it might be 3 lot easier for me if I

9 could, and then I could get some orientation.

10 JUDGE BRE!!NER: Your answer is you cannot answer

11 the question as it was chrased?

12 WITNESS CHRISTENSEN: I cannot enswer that

13 question as it-is given to me. If it could be redrafted I
, ,q think I sm technically capable of answering th a question.

-

%,/ - 14'5

15 JUDGE BRENNER: It.is uo to you. 'ir. Stroupe ..

16 MR. STROUPE: Let me make one attempt at

17 redrafting it.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: You might want to esk him if he

19 has seen this document before. It is not absolutely

20 necessary but it may he pertinent later.
<

21 BY 4R. STROUPE:

.22 0 Have you reviewed this document before.
*

23 Professor Christensen?

) 24 'A (Witness Christensen) I feel sure that I have
looked at it oefore, but the amount of attention that I25

'

___ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ -
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di WRB;b .I . gave to it I cannot remember. But I can certainly read the

2 diagram.

3 0 You have given in this proceeding, haven't you.
f"}

sir, testimony in both piston testimony and crankshaft-.v '
.4

5- testimony, testimony relating to cylinder pressures or

6 firing pressures?

7 A I have, yes.

Have you tried to read all'the data that you had8 0

available to you, including testimony fileJ hy LILCO and9

10 exhibits attached thereto, to be able to reach the coinions

11 and. conclusions that you've reached?
,

,

12 A Yes. That is also based on other material that I
have, and other experiences, apart f rom what is presented13

Q, ,
,

14 here.

15 0 And .I would refer you again to cage 4-3 that we

16 have been talking about, the Section 4.4. And I ask you if
'

the sentence that says the steo output of the transducers17

was recorded on tape, coupled with the diagran shown in18

Figure A-II, showing a quick release valve, would it19

20 indicate to you, Mr. Christensen, that the calibration

21- procedure utilized for the quartz Piezo -- the Piezo quartz
transducers was indeed a dynamic cal'ibration test rather

,

22

23 than a static test?
There is not enough information on this diafraa(_y

r
j 24 AI

25 for me to come to a conclusion, so the answer is h, but....

l

.

.. _ , _ _ , . . . _ _ _ , _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . _ , . _ , , _ . . ~ - , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . , _ _ _ . . . _ , . _ . _ . . . , . . . . , , . _ _ _ . _ , , _
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WRBhb 1 :And the?"but" _is.this:

I'would have to know the volume of 'the vecsel2

3 here' to come -te any conclusion. I'would have-to know the

characteristics of.the valves and how quickly that would-'

14 -

5 ' release-that pressure.

6- And-unless that pressure is'being released 1st the
. 'same rate of. the pressure change --in the cylinder, then yo's7-

cannot call this a dynamic test. which is comoarable wi th the8'
ratepressure ' change!in the ~ cylinder related to time or time

.

9

10 of change.

il O ' rlell, would you call it a static test in othat

12 event?

13- A .It would depend, as I said earlier, on the rate

14- of pressure drop from that vessel. There is . definitely not- y-)v;(
< .enough data.here for an engineer to come to any reliable or15

16 valid conclusion on that~ diagram.

17- JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Brigsti, while there is .a

18 break here anyway, there may have been some conference

calls, prehearing conference calls involving Counsel for all19

dut we
20 parties, including the County.-that you were'not on.

discussed what the Board's procedure had been with respect21

22- to cross-examination of witnesses through use of documents

23 other than the witnesses' testimony because we had some

i(~s,) 24 inefficiencies in prior parts of this proceeding when

25 documents were brought in for the first time and shown to

. . . _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ - _ _ _
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WRBab 'l to witnesses.
'

And we said that absent the need for surprise2

.,r'C 3 -and/or absent the fact that the need for the
Qf

4: cross-examination was perceived for the first time only very

.5 close to.the time in the examination. Counsel-should inform
~

6 the other party that they would seek to ask their witne=ses

7 ~ questions on a certain document, so that the witnesses would

have an opportunity to ref resh their recollection with the8

9 document. or to review it for the first time.
However we exempted from that any of the10

11' prefiled exhibits. And in effect, although I may not have

12 stated it this way during the conference call. it was that
for

13 we would presume knowledge on the part of all witnesses,

'!( ) - 14_ the given subject, of course, but within the cnnfines of the

15 alven subject of all witnesses of all parties with the

16 exhibits of other parties.

17 And that was an attempt to ease the efficiency of

the need for all-the foundation, "Are you familiar with18

19 this?" and so on and so forth.

20 But it is open. as I did say to you just befors

21 on the record, for a witness at any time to say "I am not

22 familiar with it. I can't answer the question without that

23 familiarity because...."

24 And we have got answers like that now, and we canI)
25 evaluate the record.
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: WRS:b i MR. BRIGATI: Thank-you for the clarification.

J2 J u'dg e . I was not present on that particular occasion.

(~} 3- -JUDGE BRENNER: It's a matter of whether we get

v
-4- the foundation first, or only' decide-we may need it later.

5 but' in the end we get the whole record and can decide on our

view'of the worth of the answers, given the material6

7 presented.and the witnesses' answers.

8 Mr. Stroupe.

9- BY MR. STROUPE:

10 0 Professor Christensen, isn't it true that by

11 utilizing FFT analyses to compute transfer functions, it is

possible to perform a calibration f or any rate of change of12

13 pressure as shown in Figure A-ll?
.X,
. _) 14 A (Witness Christensen) Could you give me tha
(

15 definition for FFT7 I cannot recall the initial letters.

16 0 Fast Forier Transform.
Jut

17 A I know the term. Fast Forier Transform yes.
-

as I mentioned earlier, this document here which I am18

looking at now -- and I wish to state this -- this is one of' 19 -

20' the " buts." I cannot do it on the information presented

21. here.

22 The big "but" is all the way through my an91vsis

23 work here I have never been able to come to a complete

p) evaluation of data presented to me because there always
(- 24

appears to be some little bit nissing bero. or somethina 1125
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CRBdb. 'l given as a fact which' I cannot accept as a f act.

I well know the Fast Forier Transform.2

j'N -3 0 Mr. Eley, in resoonse to some questioning on

redirect by'Mr. Brigati, you indicated that the 1530 psi\_/ -
44

5 would have to be 1677 psi to produce 225 SMEP in that~

6 cylinder, did you not? -

7 A (Witness Eley) Yes. I did.

8 0' Isn't it possible that a small shift in the top
dead center could give-a 225 BUEP without a resultant9

10 -increase in the oeak oressure?

11 A A small shif t in the too dead center? You're
,

12 ref erring to--

13 0 I said a shift.

!) 14 A A shift. A shift in,the too dead center could,
,

's_
't

15' alter the maximum pressure.
I

'

16 0 Well that wasn't my question. sir.

Do you want me to repeat the question for you? 5,s
17

f

18 A Yes, please.

too dead
19 0 Is it possible that a small shif t in the

.20 center could give 225 B4EP without a resultant increase in

21 the. cylinder pressure?

22 A Yes, it could.

23 0 And did you hear Professor Sarsten's testimony

(I 24 and Mr. Henriksen's testimony that they believed it is most

25 likely that the top dead center on the Shoreham ED1s has 9

- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - . .--_____--_____--_- _ --__--___
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L WRBeb i sma11'shif t in .it?

2 + A I don't reco llect that, no. -
e

' ' *'
4 4 ,

|l ' . 4 contribution here?

'S 0 Certainly.. Go ahead.
4 ,'

~

Within my own work in this area, a small shift.f- .6; . A

7 yes, will make some difference. But here you ere telling 'ie'

on one page that .you are calibrating and . checking
f-

8 ;

Evarything, and now you want to come in with a small shif t..r. '

\ '
. 9F fj

a- ,|'

/ A0 It is so easy to check'if there is a snell shift.

'W[? :i!
w

- 11 A (Witness Eley) When I....
.

v,

.,''f.,
. '

-

Did you have something to add. Vr. Elevi-12 * O

" - '13 A ,When I determined the B4EP'for that cylind" I.

-

took n11 the Piezo electric data and phase angles. ete) 'i 14-
s_

15- cetera, and I plotted it o'It perf ectly for every five
4-)
: - -16 degrees of that data.'

, t;

[/;, 17 0 When did you make this plot that you referred to'

,;
18 in your testimony yesterday and today?

.

Quite[recently. htJt I don't remembar tha date.19 A
.v

9 20 . HR. STROUPE: I would move et this time that we4

4

'21 he allo,wed'to have a copy of that data. that plot. Sinc e n4>

22 has based some\of his testimony on it. No have never s aen

23 that curve or tho,9e calculations.
'

( ) 24 J U D G E B R E litl E R s . Is there any ohlection to that.r^s
,

25 Mr. BrigatI?

s

f

I

l

+

4

. . - - - _ - _ - - - - _ . - _ _ - - - . _ - . . - - . -.a.-____ -- --.__a _ . . _ . - - - - . _ - . - - _
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) ;WRBib' l~ 'MR. BRIGATI: No, Judge..

.Docyou want to introduce it as an exhibit?2 *

.c % >

(* 3 MR. STROUPE I said I just,want to look at it.
d Ho'w soon do you want to look at~

JUDGE BRENNER:,4
f

'5 it?
'

,
'

I
6 MR. STROUPE: I would like to have it now so

?7- ~ could determine if there are any questiond:En' recross that I

s > .

~,

would lik' 'to ask about it.
,

8' e

9 JUDGE 3RENNER: All right. ,3

'Why don't you ask all;your other questions, which10

I.hoce will not take too much longer, and then we'll tSke a'

11

.

12- . . break... -
'i o

13* ' MR . ' STROUP E : . Fine.
t

BY-MR. STROUPE:T( - ,'14~-

,

c

> ',
Q Professor Christensen, do you recall"'

, [ .15 g.
,

>t

16' Judge. Morris questioning you yesterday with reaard to the,

la

propagation potential'' of a|' crack' or def ect of. a f e v , microns17.
+

18- 'with regard to the>Shorehan. crankshafts? ,

;'( w ,
-

i

l '' 'A '(Wftness Christensen) I think I can racollect

20 what was discussed yesterday, yes..

21 s . ~0 And''do you recall aiving your ooinion ta this

22~ Board that you-believe a crack of a few microns in Shorehar,

-
23- crankshafts would indead orocagate?'

i ,

p
i.s_) -24 A That is not exactly what I said.

25 First. I came into an araa where we were

(

.)

)

b/ , #

D ~~ ' ' - - --- . .-:_,_____,., ,. __
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WRBab - talking about small cracks, and I was thinking, when

2 Judge Morris mentioned that to me, that he was speakina of a,

3 crack-in a critical area, and then I realized that he was
. , -

.( I
-'' 4 possibly speaking of a crack in any area.

,5 Then-I believe I made some additional words which

6 . were.to the effect that if the crack was in a critical area,
it would propagate most likely, but if it was in an area of7

very, very lowistress. 'then I could not see it oropagating.8

9 0 So it would be your opinion that if a crack of a
Shoreham

10' f ew. microns was located in a critical area of the

11 EDGs, the crankshafts'of the EDGs, it would indeed
,

|2 propagate?

.13 A No. With my knowledge of fatigue failure I am

going to say that if there is a small deviation from the(~y 14-
-V. norm in a very, very critical. area, and. it- does not hav e to15

16 be a large deviation, I am going to say, with my knowledge

'17 of fatigue failure, yes, it will grow and eventually fail.

18 -The crankshaft will fail.
19 0- Professor Christensen, isn't it trua, in order

for a crack or a defect of a few. microns in the Shareham1K)

21 EDGs to propagate, it would require a strees of

22 approximately 120 ksi, or 120,000 psi?
I could not give you an answer to that o ff the-23 A

24 top of my head.
{ }.

25 0 Could you calculate it?

.

- - -e r 3 v- --w , - , * * *m r -w- e w we,- -
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l- WRBab I A Yes, if I sat down quietly somewhere. I am pre tty -

2- 'sure I could come to some valid conclusion on that, yes.

3 0 How.long do you think it would take you,

'4 Professor Christensen?

'5 A As I mentioned yesterday. I .cannot carry a lot of

data in my head,'and I've to very of ten ref er to books and6-

7 texts and references to get things out. And I would have to
.

start finding my references, and I do not have the.n noe hare8

19 with me.

l'

11

12-

~l3

|
- 14--

15

16

17

18

19
E

20
,

i

21

r

'22
;
^

23

24
f(])

[ 25

n

|

:

|-
o
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.WRBpp ~ l O Professor Christensen, do you recall having a

2 discussion-based on a series of questions and answers with-

~3 Judge Morris yesterday, with ref erence to Lloyd's rules on
7-

- 4 -the continuous power requirements?

5 A I do, yes.

6- 0 And I believe you stated your opinion that you
,

,

7 would take Lloyd's to mean that the continuous oower

requirements ~for the Shoreham EDG's would'5e 3900 Kwt.Is8

9 that correct?

10 A That would be the normal custom and practice in

11 design work, yes.

12 0 And do you recall-stating in that same series of

13 . questions and answers that the Shoreham original

14 crankshaf ts -- the 13 x Il-inch crankshaf ts -- dif not meet
}v''';

15 the 3900 Kw horsepower rules under Lloyd's?

16 A They didn't even meet the 3500 Kw.

17 O And they did not meet ABS either, did they?

I did some calculations in that. area and, to my18 A

19 knowledge, they did not meat ABS rules, no.

They did not meet DEVA eithar, Jid thev!.

20 0

21 A .I can't say, because DEMA is not a code of rules
~

22 to design crankshafts to. That-I thobght we had

23 established.
Prof essor Christensen, was it also your testimony24 0[(J

yesterday, in response to Judge '4crris's anestionina, that25

. . -

- . , . . , . . _ _ ___,.,._._.m. .m., , _ ,,,, , . . , . _ . . , , . . , . , _ , . . . ..,_,_,~,,,.m . , _ ~ , ,.
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l' WRBpp- 1 youLwould take it -- that it-would be your opi'nion that

2 L1'oyd's section 3.6.1, which-requires the 10 percent
. overload for a.short periods of up to 15 minutes, would.3'

,s

i i nec 1ssitate the engine being able to operate at 4.290 Xw?-~

~

*'' 4

5 A' .I think that was the figure I arrived at, yes.

6 -0 And why, sir, wouldn't you take that figure, the

~7 -4,290-Kw'to be the continuous figure or the continuous oower

for purposes of the Lloyd's allowable horsepower foraula?8

9 A I would take that, as a crudent engineer, and I

10: would take it in every area where safety was concerned, so

11 far as a-crankshaft in a nuclear powar station was

12- concerned.

13 -Also,-I have been in this area where I have.had
If I

r~ 14 to 'take- financial responsibility f or lots of things.
f's_T)

15 was in this area and an engine works,.that is what I woul1

16 ' design my engine to, to prevent the failure such as we have
I

17 seen and to maintain the good name of the company that

18 represented."
Professor Christensen, do you recall stating19' O

yesterday'in resoonse to some'of my questioning that Lloyd's20

rules will allow up to a 25 oercent increase f or s'irf ace21

22 treatment such as shot-ceening?
I don't think you asked me anything about what

12 3 A

/''; 24 Lloyd's would increase, but I am goin ; to say is tnis that

L)
25~ what you asked me, I think, was in teras of an approvef

,

-
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-treatment, but I cannot -recall every word that I oroffere1

2 yesterday.

3 O. Do you recall stating-that you had talked to
; rs
l i

Lloyd's: and that. you were told that an allowance for~#' 4

5 shot-peening of up to 25 percent could be allowed?

6- A I am sure I never said that.

7- O. Have you changed your ooinion from yesterday,

8 sir, an any allowance that Lloyd's might.give for

9 shot-peening?

10 A You asked me to make a calculation. I believe an

.11 Tuesday cvening, on the assumption-that the figure of 1.25
I

12- was used for the Z factor to calculate the horsepower.

cannot recall you asking me whether Lloyd's gave soproval to13-

/"' 14 shot-peening, because if you had asked me that as a-direct
V; .,-

I could have given you a very definite answer.15 question,

16 O What would vour answer have been?

17- A No.

after
18 0- Did you have any discussions with anyona ,

your testimony yesterday, which miaht have chanced your19 T

20 opinions-or conclusions on shot-peening?

21 A I had discussions yesterday, ves, but not to

22 alter my conclusions, no.

23 O. Nobody discussed shot-peening allowances under

.("] 24 Lloyd's with you?
V

2:5 A. I cannot recall what we sooke about at dinner,

. . . - - , . . . , . . .,, . . - - . - - . - . . - , - . . - .-..
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'WRBpp~ l what we spoke about in the evening. Obviously, wnen

2 engineers get together, they talk shop.

-
3 MR. BRIGATI: Judge. I think if Mr. Stroupe has ;

i

. f^s .
something to impeach the. witness with, it's about time toA~ J 4

5 bring-it_out, isn't it?
I

6~ JUDGE BRENNER: I think so too. j

7' MR. STROUPE: I'm waiting for-tne copy of

in. I've got the
8 yesterday morning's'trenscriot_to come

.

9 ' afternoon version.

10 Judge. I'll move onto some other questions. while

il I'm waiting.

12: JUDGE BRENNER: How much more do you have?
- .

13 Because you've exceeded your estimate. .

/~ 14 MR. STROUPE: Maybe 15 minutes. Judge 3rennar.
4

15- JUDGE BRENNER: I want to finish the

16' testimony today and we're leaving at 12: 45. Those are my

17- problems. I know you have'your'own problems with material

18 you have-to cover, but|I just wanted to say that. for your

-19 consideration.

20 .MR. STROUPEs. Thank you.

2 i- JUDGE BRENNER: I think maybe we had better take

22 .a break at this time.

-23 MR. STROUPE: 1 was going to say if we could take
'

r

y -

a break, we could use the time to look at the transcript.24

25 JUDGE-BRENNER: All right. We'll come back at

_

h-

ao---e,--_.w-an,,, ., _,
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WRBpp- 1 11:00.-

JL (Recess.)

3' JUDGE BRENNER: You may continue, Mr. St roupe.
x4f

') BY MR..STROUPE:
,

~4

5 O Professor Christensen, could I direct your

attention, sir, to page 24.038 and.39 of the transcript of6

. -7 ~ Tuesday, October 2, 19847

8 A- -(Witness Christensen) I do not have the

9 transcript here.
.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Stroupe, we don't have our

cooy available -so see if you can ask your question --11

12 MR. STROUPE: Why Ldon't I read it into the

13 record?

14 BY MR. STROUPE:
J(N

15 0 -Do you recall the following question being asked,

16 Professor Christenser, from page 24.038, line 3:

17 "Did you give any consideration to a surface

18 hardening in making your calculations under

19L Lloyd's rules, for purposes of your testimony?d

20 A (Witness Christensen) I think I can re.nenber.the
.

-3ut I
21 -question, but I don't say I'can remember the answer.

22- -know it was a truthful one, so I should be able to re..1 ember;.
t

|23. It quite easily,

i(]'y 24' O- Do you remember answering:

2:5 "Yes, the first thirg we have to answer on
i.

-

,-

o

. - . . _ ,
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y :WRBpp- .I on,that is that~L1Eyd's would have to know a lot

.2- about-the surface hardening techniques in the

3- first, place. That would be looked at by Lloyd's~

<y.
\' 4 metallurgists. It would be discussed with the

5 engineering people. who were dealing in these

6 ' specialist areas, so'they would come uo with an

7 answer. They would possibly put shafts through

8 tests in.their-own testing establishement, the

9 Crawley. And they would not give an easy answer.

10 to that. They -would want to be f air. they~ don't

11' . want to hold back advancement in engineering and

12; youLean see that they.do~ allow a figure there

13 which.is shown in the rules-for hardenino, to

g ') _

approved systems of hardening."r 14
'

'

15 - Additional ~ answers- " Witness Eley 'I agree.'dV

Could you just give me a yes or no first?16

The answer is -- I can't give whether ths answer.17 A-

is no or yes, because .somebody was coughing when you first18

started to read the question -and I did not hear the first19
.

' '20 part, I'm so rry.

21 JUDGE BRENNEd Give him the transcriot.

(Transcript. handed to Witness.)22

23- MR. BRIGATI: In or. der to represent my client. I

fh- 24 have to have a transcript.

LV-
25- JUDGE BRENNER: Why don't you share it with

.

"-
--#- ,.~,,-,,m,- e..,,,3. . . c.~ , , . . , _.-, , . , , _ _ . . , , , . . , , . . .-,,,_.r_, ,. ,ym.. . . . , , , .., .,,

-
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L LWRBpp- I .Mr. Stroupe, if he has no objection.

2- MR. BRIG ATI: Can I look over your_ shoulder?

3. MR. STROUPE: As long as you don't look at my
-

,

'
s._/ - |4 notes.'

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Come-on. I want to get done

6 today.

7- MR. STROUPEs~ He can certainly look over my

8 shoulder.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. As soon as he is done
able to

.30 . reading we will assume he has read it and we'll be

11 read it later, and then just out the question directly ix)
.

.12 him.

13 (Panel reading.)

( '; 14 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Goddard, do you have an extra
v

13 copy of the transcript?

16 MR. GODDARD: We do not, sir. But I have

17 finished reading this so you may use it.
(Handing document to Judge.)18

19 JUDGE BRENNER: Thank you, Mr. Goddard.

Gentlemen, have you finished reading it? rie're
20

21 waiting f or you.

22 WITNESS CHRISTENSEN: I have finished reading _ it

23 now, Judge, yes.
i

ff'') 24 SY MR. STROUPE:
v Does that accurately reflect your testim.ony fra?25 0'

,

+
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..

I WRBpp ~ .I that day?

2 A (Witness Christensen) Yes. I f eel it- accurately

3' reflects what I have said, yes.
, . .

/-) ..yj And was there any intention in that answer,4_ O

5 Professor Christensen, to refer to shot-peening?
I think without really reading it word for word,

6-. A

that I indicated here that~ shot-peening was not an aoproved7 -

That is.-- was not a process which was aoproved by Lloyd's.8-

9 what I ..have tried to indicate.
answer or,

10 0 ~Can you show me anywhere in that

11. Indeed, in the answers that thereafter follow, where you

12 tried to indicate that?
13- A Yes, I think I have indicated that all the way

lot of
14 through by saying that Lloyd's would have to have a

([
15 input to this to find out-whether-the shot-peening' process

16 could be approved.

17 0 Well, didn't you just tell this Board this

18 morning, Professor'Christensen, on redirect, that Lloyd's

19 will not approve shot-peening?

20 A I did' state that, yes.

21 O Are- you now changing your testimony?

I don't think I am changing my testimony here22 A

because I cannot see anywhere here where I have said that: ;23

-

) L24 Lloyd's would soproved it. If you could point it out to me,

.25 I'd be very happy to.look.

'

- - _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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WRBpp l' O That's not my- question. Prof essor Christensen.*

Didn't you state to the Board on re-direct this2

3 mornings that Lloyd's would not grant an allowance forjx
^ )~

~4 . shot-peening?

5 A I have s' tate'd that, yes.

6 'O And didn't you. -just a moment ago, say that you

7 would'have to make the submission to Lloyd's before you

- could see what Lloyd's would do with regard to shot-pesnina?8

'9 A. I did say.that._yes.

.10' O Which is true?

11 LA- Both are true. In the first place, the'qaestion

-12 that was asked this morning was: "Do Lloyd's accrove
I~

'l3 shot-peening as_a hardening process?" and I said, "No."

14 .have=never said yes here. All I have'said here. is thatj[])
15 .they would want to know a lot of -information before they

~

16 would give approval. That is what I,think is the meaning in

17' this context here.
'

18 .0- So you cannot state, can.you. Professor

:Christensen, unequivocably, that Lloyd's would not give
,

19-

20 aporoval for shot-peening?

21 A~ I have not stated that. I have stated that if
,

lot of information
22 they give acoroval, they want to have a

23 _about it. And I am stating that, at this point in tima, or

when I inquired to Lloyd's, they did not give soorov91 for
) 24'

I cannot say any more than that. I
25 shot-peening process.
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1 iWRBpp .I don't-think4-
'

2 0 Well, can you cive me a yes or no to my original
|

'3 -question? 1y3
|$)

4 MR. BRIGATIt- He's answered the question. Judge..

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Put the question again.

c
6' BY.MR. STROUPE:

7 O- Professor Christensen, can you state.

8 unequivocably on the record for this Board, that Lloyd's

9' rules would not give any allowance for shot-oeening?

-10 A (Witness Christensen) The answer is at this

11 point in time, yes, but. The "but" is this: to my

12 knowledge, they have not been approached by any crankshaf t

13 -manuf acturer .to get aoproval for a shot-peening process.

_.And it is on that basis that no approval _ has been given,: [ ') 14-
v

15 because they have never been asked. That is the way that I

16- see it, and that it the way I em stating it.

17 O. Are you saying._or did you mean to infer from

18 that answer. Professor Christensen. that you are aware of

19 every submittal that has been made to Lloyd's rules hv any

20 engine manufacturer?

I an not aware, obviously, of every suh.nittal21 A

22 that has been made to Lloyd's.

23

I D 24
s_/

25

[
- - - . _
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Mr. Eley, on redirect this morning you were asked. RBagb 1 0W
,

2. some questions-about ABS's calculations of safety factors as

.. contained in Suffolk County. Exhibit 47, do you recall that?3: .g- -)

4 A (Witness Eley) Yes, I do.'

5 0 And you stated that the calculations set forth on

6 cage-20 of Suffolk County Exhibit 47 anoeared to be

7 calculations by an in-house method, is that correct?

8 A That's correct.

9 0 .You did not mean to imoly or infer. did you,
I

10~ Mr. Eley, that the calculation set forth on page 17
believe, of this Suffolk County Exhibit 47 was an ABS11

12- in-house method?.

13 A Is this one with " Crankshaft Safety Factor by

[v1 14 CIMAC Method" on the top?

15 I don't have the numbers.

16- 0 Yes, sir.

17 A No.

18 0 Have you had a chance, Mr. Eley. to compare that'

series of calculations and those inouts with the CIMAC19

20 -formula?
I can hardly read those inputs at all on this21 A

,.

22 lef t-hand column at all, I can't really say. It is just a

23 computer run. I don't really knon what it is.
<

24 0 I'm talking about the symbols on the right-hand()
i 25. side with the exolanation thereafter.
|
I
,

f

|

1_

'-
-. -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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-WRB;gb 1 A Yes, I have.

'2 0 Do those appear to he'the symbols of inputs that
1

3- CIMAC customarily utilizes in their draft rules?
-

:U- -A- Yes.. _4-

~5 0 Mr. Eley, do you also recall testifying this

morning that it appeared from Suffolk County Exhibit Number6

7 47, page 14 that ABS summed two orders in arriving at'the~

8 . sum of the orders?
.

.

No, I don't remember saying that.A9

10 0 And do you recall stating that you would assume

'll that ABS probably did other calculations?

12 .A Yes.

13' O You don't know that for a fact, do you, sir?

14 A No.
(

to
15 10 ' Have you made any inquiry of anyone to a ttemot

.16 find out about'that?

17 .A No, I have not.

18 0 Whenever 'the system of summing the orders was

used by ABS, they did indeed approve the torsional critical19

speed arrangement for the Shoreham replacement crankshaf ts.! 20

21 .did.they not?

22 MR. BRIGATI: Asked and answered.

23 JUDGE BRENNER . Could I get the question again,r

24 if you want'to still pursue it?
y'')Nx

25 MR. STROUPE: Yes.-

i

i

I

I

_. - -. . - - - . . , _ , , _ _ . . _ , - . . - _ , - . . _ . , . _ , . - . _ . . . . - . _ . . , _ _ . _ - - _ , . ._ _ . . . . . . .
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|
|WRB;gb I BY MR.-STROUPE:

)

2 0- And.didn't. ABS, - Mr. Eley -- regardless of what |
!

3 methodology was utilized to calculate the torsional stre.csescm
D, -

4 -- approve the torsional critical sceed arrangements for the j

5 .Shoreham replacement crankshafts?

6 A (Witness Eley) Yes they did based on the

7-- submitt.ed data by TDI.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. It doesn't matter.

given that it is just- an -asked and answered _ objection.9.

10 MR. BRIGATI: Judge, could you instruct my

-witnesses not.to answer the questions until you have rulei11

12 on my objection?

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes. but I think it was my fault'

14 there and I -will take the blame. I was still thinking about

-.( ) _
although I have been looking down at some papers while.15- it,

thinking about it so the witness probably didn't realize16

17 what occurred since 'I also had to have Mr. Strouce repeat
the blame that

18' the question _for my benefit so I will-take

19 time.

Why don't you ao ahead. Mr. Stroupe?20

21- BY MR. STROUPE:

Mr. Eley, you also testified again with regard to22 0
factorsSuffolk County Exhibit 47 as to those various saf ety23

24 on page 20. did you not?j{}
25 A (Witness Eley) Yes.

_ _ - - ._ ,_ -- ~ _ _ _ _ . , _ _ _ . _ _ . . _. - ._. , _ _ . _ . _ _ .
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T WRBcgb; I O Isn't it logical . to assume, s ir. that based' on

~2 ABS' approval of the torsional critical soeed a rrangement

/~{ 3 for the Shoreham EDG's that ABS in fact determined that the
Shoreham replacement crankshafts met their desired minimua'

4-

5' safety factor?

6 MR. BRIGATI: Oblection, that calls for'

7 speculation on the part of the witness and it is argument.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: Overruled.

-9 WITNESS.ELEY: This data to me shows that they

10 approved it for use -- together with a letter -- they

11 aporoved it for use on board a ship on the data that was

.12 submitted to them, assuming that this shot-peening did- in

13 fact give a 20 percent increase in-the safety factor.

, . f] - .14 BY MR. STROUPE:
v

15 0- 'Could I now get a yes or a no to my original

16; question Mr. Eley?

17 MR. BRIGATI: I think that answer was responsive.

18 Judge,

l.9 JUDGE BRENNER: I have an opinion on it but -- as

to whether or not the answer was sufficiently reso,nsive oit20

I don't want to off er it because I .think a cross-examiner is21

22 entitled to try to get it in terms that are easier to Jeal

23 with than from the cold transcript.* one way or the other.

.( ) 24 Can you answer directly and we will take your'

25 other answer as the explanation?

f

.
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1| WRBagb- I .dITNESS ELEY: I would-like to leave my

2 explanation as the answer.

3 JUDGE BRENNER: I am sorry is your answer "yes.
. ;r~s
Q but" with the explanation or "no, but" with the explanation?.4-

5 :A (Witness Eley) I would l'ike the question

6 repeated, please?

7 MR. STROUPE: Can we get the question. read back?

(Whereupon, the Reporter read from the record8

9 as requested.)

10 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We have your

:lj explanation, Mr. Eley. I want to know whether we should put

12 a "yes, but" in f ront of. it or a "no, but."

' 13' - WITNESS ELEY: "Yes, but."^

14 BY MR. STROUPE:()
15 0 Mr. Eley, let me direct your attention again to

Suffolk County Exhibit 47 to the page that you testified16

.!7 .about this morning -- or yesterday - . that contains the~

18 conclusions I, 2 and 3. It follows the Goodman diagram in

19 .that exhibit.

20 A (rlitness Eley) Yes, I have it.

21 0 You testified yesterday did you not. sir, in-

22 response to questioning I believe by the doard that voa were

concerned about the diff erence in results noted under23
~s

/) 24 conclusion 3.q

25 A Yes.
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-WRBagb I O And you recall testifying yesterday, don't you.

2 sir that the CIMAC draft rules assume that torsional and

3 bending stresses occur simultaneously and at the same
-

.(,_).
~

4 location?

5 A Yes.
'

6 O And you also know don't you, Mr. Eley, that in

'7 the Shoreham replacement crankshaf ts torsional stre sses and

8 bending stresses do not occur simultaneously or in the same

9 location?

10 MR. BRIGATI: Asked and answered. This is an

11 examination that has already gone hefore us.

12 MR. STROUPE: Judge. I think this is foJndation

13 leading up'to a question I believe I am entitled to ask.

. /'s 14 JUDGE ~BRENNER: I was going to say I think it

V
15 could have been foundation. I was coing to ask Mr. Stroupe

16 but he answered before I asked. And it relates to the

17 ' questions I believe that I had asked the witness which were

18- follow-up to a subject that Mr. Stroupe had earlier asked

19 the witness on. But this is his first coportunity since my

20 questions.

21 WITNESS ELEY: Yes, that is an assumption of the
I

22 ABS rules -- in the CIMAC rules and it is orobably not --

23 don't know for sure, but it is proaably not in the -Same

24 place actually.
{]),

25 BY MR. STROUPE:

- - _ _ _ .
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h ~WRBrgb l- O 'And couldn't this well account for the

2 diff erence, Mr. Eley, in the measured- stre sses submitted'

/;J 3 .with the TDI1 application for ABS approval and those '

X5
4 -calculated by either CIMAC or. ABS?

5 .A , (Witness Eley) I couldn't say.

6 0 You know, don't you, Mr. Eley, that the measured

7 stresses in the Shoreham EDG's replacement crankshafts are

lower than the predicted stresses under either CIMAC rules8

9 or ABS rules?
~

10 A Yes, I do.

11 O Can you still not answer the prior question?

12 A I. still have concerns that they are not in close

13 proximity to one another.

14- O' Wouldn't you expect that in view of the
(])J

15 assumptions as to torsional and bending stresses in the

16 CIMAC rules?

17- .A Yes, I would.

18 O Prof essor Christensen, do'you recall yesterday in

19 response to Judge Morris' questions talking about square

20 root sum of the squares and root mean square?

21 A (Witness Christensen) I do, yes.

22 0 That is SRSS or RMS?

23 A I always have a problem with initial letters and

( ) 24 there are so many of them now I always like to use the full

25 words. If you could give me the full words, I would be much
~

.

-*--*a--v*----.m. , , , , _ _ _
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k .. W R B r g b . .l' happier in answering the question.-

2 0- Professor Christensen, I am going to ask you-to

3 assume a simple sinusoid curve whose values range between
7,

'

'4 plus- or minus-1."

S Can you do that?

6' A Yes, I have done it.

7 0 Will you agree with me that the mean of the

8 function curve is zero?

9- A I'would do so, yes.

10 0 Would you also agree with me that the peak value

-11 would be one?

12 A You stated it was one so it would be one.

13 0 Well do you know that it is one?

(~'i 14 A You just told me it is one.

V
15 0 LI'm asking you if it is one.

16 MR. BRIGATI: 05jection. He is badoering the

17~ witness. He has an answer.

18 MR. STROUPE: Judge Brenner, all.I want is the

19 witness' independent knowledge. I don't want him to agree

20 with me if he thinks I am incorrect.

21 MR. BRIGATI: He stated it as an assumption.

22 Judge, and that is the way Prof essor Christensen has

~23 responded.

24 JUDGE BRENNER: He stated the assumption slightly
{J

25 differently than what he is asking.

,
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/ NRBsgb. 1
Professor Christensen, is it your ansver that

based on:the assumtion presented in the earlier question2

3 that that is correct, that the peak value would be one?-rw

'k_)
4 WITNESS CHRISTENSEN: I thought that I had been

5 -asked .to construct a sinusoidal with a peak value of one.

And when I am asked to assign a value, ~a peak .value of one6
,

7 to a sinusoidal, I am also going to assume that it.was not
stated- because it is usual custom and practice that the peak8

p 9 value in the opposite direction will be minus-1. That is

10 what I am trying~ to get to the bottom of here now, Judge.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Fine.
.,

12 Now we have it.

13 BY MR. STROUPE:

That is precisely what I stated in my original
:( } 14 0.

15- assumption question, Prof essor Christensen:
Assume a sinusoid curve with a range and value of16

17 olus-1 to minus-1.

18 Do you understand that?

19 A (Witness Christensen) That is what I have on my

20 paper, yes.

21 3 Based on that assumption will you agree that the

22 mean of the function curve is zero?

23- A The mean of the function curve is zero because

24 you have got just as much area above it as you have below
([ )

25 it.

.
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And isn't it also a fact that the peak value isWRBegb 1 0

2 one? j

3 A You stated it was one.
;,_

U Is it true that it is one or is it not true,4 0

5 ' Professor Christensen?

6 A It can-be any value you like, you a ssign to it or

7 you measure or you get. I don't know. .You told me I had to

assign a value of one to it and that is exactly what I did8

9 and so therefore .from what you have told me I know it is

10 one. 1

11: JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We' have it. Move

We will put the record together on it.-12 on.

13 BY MR. STROUPE:

14 0 Isn't it a fact, Professor Christensen. that the(j' ~s

15 root mean square on this curve is one divided by the sauere

16 root of 2 or approximately 0.77

17 .A (Witness Christensen) Somewhere on that order,

This is only for the half wave though.18 -yes.

19 0 And is it also not a fact. Professor Christensen,

that RMS is not the same as the mean as you testified20

21 yesterday?-

22 A I may have got befuddled yesterday. But what I

am talking of as root mean squere values here is relative to23
;finding in electrical usage a mean value of that half

(")/
24

'm_ ~

25 function.
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L "WRBagb ' .1 LMR. STROUPE: LILCO does not have any further
~

2 _ questions Judge Brenner.

"3 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Goddard, did pou have
n
l)

'

4 anything?'~

5 MR. GODDARD: No recross, Judge Brenner.

6 ' JUDGE BRENNER: We just have a very few

7 questions.

EXAMINATION SY THE BOARD8

9 BY JUDGE BRENNER:

10 O Professor Christensen.-you testified in response

.to a question from your counsel this morning that the ABS11

deponents did not know.how to calculate the--dimension of the12

web of the crankshaft in order.to soply the ABS rules.13

14 What is your basis for that?
(v~'3

15 A (Witness Christensen) The basis.for that. for

- 16 the way I have done it is_really --

17 0 That's not my question.

18 A I beg your. pardon?

19 O My question is what is the basis for your

20 statement that the ABS cersonnel did not know how to select
.the dimension of the crankshaft web in order to analy their21

- 22 rules to it?

23 MR. BRIGATI: Judge. I am not sure that that was

| f'^ 24 'the witness' testimony.
d

25 JUDGE BRENNE-?: All right. "f e l l let him correct
J

Um
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1 WRBa'gb I it if I have got it wrong

2- WITNE3S CHRISTENSEN ' No. I think I understood

3- vhat you meant Judge. although what I understood I said was
juq
t $

^- 4 6-little bit different from what you said. But I am

5 . accepting-that-we are both on the same wavelenath and de are

6 -meaning the same thing.

7: BY JUDGE BRENNERs

8 0 Wellitell me what you said.

9 A (Witness Christensen) I cannot exactly ref er to

10 what I said -- go back to what I said now without acing back

11 on the transcript, but I have a pretty good idea of what I
I don't think I was so- blatant to say that . ABS didn't12 said.

13 know what they were doing.

.But what I am precared to.sey is thist- that if
-14(~}
15- you were.to cake a section where failure is likely to occur

s_-

is exactly
~

.

in bending across the crank web what you will see16'

17 what.I have drawn there.

And the ABS deoosition. I believe -- if I could18

just refer to that, to their words. may I?
~

19

|
20 0 Yes.

L

21' (Pause.)
-

22
.

23

IO% 24-h

. (._)
L 25

|

I.

L.
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h|NRBsb I A' Yes. I would like to go back to page 129 and

2 the upper part of page 130 in the deposition given by the

3 representatives of the ABS.. , _ < .

-(' '') - On the bottom of page 129 Witness Woytowich
'4

5- . s ays --

6: O Professor Christensen. in the interests of time.
7; we have had testimony on that already, and I am familiar

with' it, and you, yourself, ref erred to it a number of days8

But I thought- I heard something diff erent f rom you9 ago.

10- this morning , or something in addition this morning. But 1

il .,have your answer now.

Your view of what ABS did or knows how to do in'12

.13 terms of the dimension of the' web would be based on that'

' (j ~ - 14 portion of the deposition?
%)

15 A Yes, where they say metal-to-metal, Judge, or

16 boundary-to-houndary.

17 3 okay. Thank you,

18 A Thank you.

I will look with interest at what the transcript19 .0

earlier this morning said, and correct myself in my own mind20

2I. if I.'was indeed wrong.

22 JUDGE BREtlNER: That's all we have.
'

Does the County have any follow-uo?23

24 'tR. BRIGATI: Yes, sir.

{ '{
.

25 JUDGE BREIDIER: We have been through a lot of--
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1 'WRBeb' 1 MR. BRIGkTI: Judge. I have follow-up.

2 --JUDGE BRENNER: How much?'

1 MR. BRIGATI: About two questions, one if I get
. (3 e

:

- 4 the right~ answer.'

5 JUDGE BRENNER: 'Go ahead.

6 I will know how to judge the answer based on

7 ' whether'you ' ask a second question.

FURTHER REDIRECT EX AMINATION.8

-9 BY MR. BRIGATI:

10 -0 Professor Christensen, did you ask any

representative of'Lloyd's Register whether they would give11

credit for shot-peening as a surface hardening process in12.

-13 ' -evaluating a crankshaft?

rm l <4 VR. STROUPE: Objection. Asked and answered so
'

>\)
15 many times this morning it is unbelievable.

11 6 - MR. BRIGATI: Judge. f 'ir. Stroupa--

17 JUDGE BRENNER: .I' am going to overrule the
,

.18 objection.

$ 19 WITNESS CHRISTENSEN:- I-did yes.

20 BY MR. BRIGATI:

~And when did you do that, Professor Christensen?
21 0

22 A (Witness Christensen) Some time aan when I

' 5elieve I first read something about shot-peening being a23
And I

24- usual process for surface hardening of crankshafts.
-;{ )

25 -thought that time had cassed me by and I was not uo to date.
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. And.I madelinquiry of the senior surveyor in'

WRBub. I-

f2, engineering (for the-whole of North America in Lloyd's.
- '

. [ @3 Registry'of ShippingL n'.New York.i
,

.

; j"'

] f4 - O| And.you.said "some time ago."
,,
1

15 -Professor'Christensen. .Was that a' year?. Was it six years?'

6' 'Can.you1giverus a slightly better idea of.what you mean by
~^

7 "some time ago"?

i8 A:- Yes,'soon af ter the first report of the"

cr:ankshafts came'out. I believe it was on-the failed9 c

10 ;cranksha'ft at Shorehan when Ehere wes reference to
.

shot'-peening being a usual process, which~was entirely new~

11

12' to me.- it being a. usual process. Because I knew of it but I.

i did not thin'k it was usual.
Nas'that in 1983. Professor Christensen?() 14: O'

'

~15 A' It would be in the latter part. of 1983 or the
a

- l <6 .early part of 19848 somewhere about then.

17' O And what did .the senior surveyor from Lloyd's

18 -respond to your-inquiry?.

19 '4R. STROUPE: ILam going to object to this

20: question.
,

'

21- JUDGE BRENNER: It is sustained. I am not going

22 to be able~to evaluate that kind of answer. We have got

. sophisticated parties in~this proceeding. and I don't know
c

23

how important some of.these details are coing to he to the() 24

I'will know more when I ge'e the crocosed findings.25 carties.

,

k

4

-r - - ~ , , - -, _ , , ..,. .w. , ,,y. , ,, .~,.,,.7, r ,..,r.__y__, ._...7...,,.,-,,, - ._ _,,.-,--.~,,_e y .,._,
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and when thg-Board has- to reach a decision on the issues in1 'WRBsb I
.

2~ controversy. ,

like this t$
.

. But for parties in a proceeding'3p.
$j[f;L<? expect us to make substantive findings based on what3'

, / P( I wi11
5- -somebcdy told somebody is just very shocking to me.

.

wJ. , ,.

just putfit that way.\-,6-

, ?Joa.when there is a lot of other evidence on the47

ide input that
4

8 t, point andisometimes you just have some outs
g

But when it becomes9)[' may clarify things, that's one thing.
y' A -

.. \
l'0 - 'the' only ' ~ evidence on a point, it just isn't going to

'-

And whether or not' we have actually struck that
: l' l ? suffice.

,

-. kind of testimony or not..I'can tell you it is not worthy of
~

1,' 12

%, . f '13 much we'ight,7 1f any, when we put it together later.
.2 : q ;

i ,14 - And in this instance. I.am going to grant the

15 motion.
J' ,

16: .?iR. BR IGATI t - 'I'take it I don't need to rescond-
,

-

17 to the objection then Judge.

18- JUDGE BREtitJER: Fine.
~

19 MR.' BRIGATI : I have no furtber questions.
-

s,

.i ' tr ',
JUDGE BREtNER: ~ A11 right.-20 , qj 4 ~ t

,3

21. / 4, '4R'. BR IG ATI: I wevs, .ih to move into evidence
^

22' the County's Exhibit C-72 m . L LILCO's Exhibits C-40 and!? > 3 1 . .

,

{ l

23 41-- I'think it is 40 and 41. and tha other Lloyd's*

. /^ ',

(3 -24- ' extract.
v

-

'25 JUDGE BRE!NER: What ahectf C-42 while you are in
4 .I

"
,

. $ >

Op

d/
t'

''A: *;

's/.*- ,
.,

- . _ - - - - - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ . _ _
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I .WRB:b I a moving mood?

2 4R. BRIGATI: C-42 is encompassed within .the

3 scope of C-72, so I don't see any reason to burden the-),-q
:i !

4 record with that. But if .you would like it--'''"

5 4R. STROUPE: I have no objection to the

6 admission.

7 MR. GODDARD: No objection.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: _All right.

We will grant the motionsHon the depositions, and9

10 let's move C-42 into evidence, too, since the record is

11. already burdened with''the double identification.

12 1R. BRIGATI: No objection. Judge.

13' 4R. STROUPE: Fine.

14 JUDGE BRENNER: On the depositions, remember our
(

15 comments in-prehearing orders, and also the fact that we

16 will look on the parts that were focused on in hearing, even

17- though they may be in evidence. and I guess the same comment
also.

18 would apply to any of these exhibits including C-41

19 I'm not sure if it was necessary to move C-41 into evidence.

' 2'O but we will admit it into evidence.'

21 However. I expect the findings will . focus on

122 ~ those parts of C-41 that were asked abotit. and not suddenly

23: some section that was never inquired into unless it is a

(~) '24 non-controversial natter and needed only for
\_/

25 non-controversial explanation.

L
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-(Whereupon. County C-72 and
, . -

LWRBab- 1:

LILCO C-40, 41 and 42. having.2
been previously marked for3-

' ^ identification, were received' 4-

-U5 in evidence.)

6z JUDGE BRENNER: A ll .right.

(o u -Mr. Bricati, did you still need to discu ss--'7

8 zsaid you; wanted to revis t one of the motions to strikei

.before we dismiss the panel..~-9.

-10 4R. BRIGATI: Oh,-yes, Judge.

11' Do you want to get the panel out of here so I can

12 . discuss-it?

.13 ' JUDGE BRENNER: You are so eleqant.

/N 14' The other option....

x)-
- .15 If you gentlemen would not mind? Maybe you would

16' ~ welcome the occasion.

17' (Witness canel temocrarily-excused.)

~l6 JUDGE BRENNER: Off 'tbc record.

(Discussion of f the record. )19

20 JUDGE BRENNER Back'on the record.

I.am not sure'what you wanted to do, but oc ahead
2.1

22- 'and I'll know.

23' MR. BRIGATI: On the subject of this hearsay
.

testimony concerning DEMA rules and their being outdated, in,

.. ('l 24,

A_/
c 25 ruling on that'you should be aware that DEMA is a commi ttee

V

,

-
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.| WRS;b - =1- . consisting of recresentatives of enoine manufacturers

2 scattered around'the country, and that the. commi tt ee itself

13- meets very inf requently, and the aff airs of the committee
. s~.y

4 are .run by this Mr. Ecker who was ref e rred to by Mr. Eley.'

S' -who is located in Ohio.

6 And Mr. Ecker advised Mr. Eley that the committee

7 ~ will not be meeting until November of this year, and does

8 'not take any action except as a committee.

9 Therefore, it would have bean pretty imoractical

to- adduce testimony in the customary way concerning what10

11 this is. Of course we could have brought Mr. Eckar here. if
for

12- he would have been willing to do so or willing to come,

13 what is a relative modest coint. And if there were any real

controversy over_the status of DEMA, LILCO certainly'would(~l 14
v..

'15 have the opoortunity to correct any minimpression that might

.16 ~ be created by Mr. Eley's' conversation with Mr. Ecker.

The conversation was oointed and direct. and it17

18 was brought up in the context of the issues in this

19 proc eedi ng . And it is my understanding that under the

JKL Federal Rules of Evidence that an expert is permitted to

rely on. hearsay testimony concerning foundational caterial.21

And it is also my understandina that in22

23 administrative oroceedings, the rules of evidence are

24 sonewhat relaxed.;( )
25 JUDGE BREN1Ed: The last two coints are correct.

r
~ ~ - < , . . . _ ,
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l~ WRBsb l within limits. The limits are the reliability and orobaty

2 of the testimony. It is not a difficult, technical point

3 that we are talking about in which it is reasonable -- or
,,,)

even a non-difficult. technical point. It is not a technicaltx- 4

5 point.at all from the point of view of the experts'

6 professional area of pursuit that we are discussing.
We are talking about whether or not an official7

8 body i.s saying that their rules are no longer alive andt

9 b'reathing,.and'that-they are no longer applicable. And for~

10. something like that you cannot expect--

11
First of all, I disagree with your saying that it

12 is a modest point. It may orove to be later, but I
And to-hear

13 -certainly cannot make that determination now.

for the first time at a hearing that the County wants to put14f^g
U

15 in evidence that the DEMA rules are no longer acclicable to

crankshafts because Vr. Eley had a conversation with one of16-

17 the DE8.tA administrators is not the kind of thing we are

18 willing to credit.

19 If you have that kind of evidence, there are

20 other ways to adduce it. Certainly bringing a witness in

21 was one way. Another way is at least to get sometning in

22 writing so we can have a better basis to judge the

23 reliability of the natter. .

24 And also it would have achieved notice to the

25 other parties, which is a coint related to our willingness
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r WHBab 1 to credit the matter.because where you have notice of a

2 point .to' the other party' through a writing ref erenced in

:3- . your testimony. then I could turn to the other party and
c j_,

:say!why are you objecting to that for the_first time at4''-

'S hearing, or in the prebearing hut several deeks after having

6 - seen the testimony, on the basis of the' f act that the

'7 testimony is not -reliable?

The County went through its task of adducinj this8

evidence and showing the basis, and the basis is something9

10 .that you, LILCO, would be capable of probing, both because

11 of th,e nature of the basis is no longer lust what somebody

.12 said to_somebody, and secondly, because they would have had'

'13 time to perform that task.

14 Now all of- those-- Whether any of those would
(")x -b

,
,

15 change the bottom line. I don't know, but you would

16 ~certainly be a lot closer. And right now you are just not

17 even close. And I an going to stay with the initial ruling,
.

although I want to check with my Board members.18

19 MR. BRIGATI: That's fine, Judge. But it is my

20 impression that an awful lot of hearsay has cone into

21 evidence in this proceeding, and some over objection.--

22 JUDGE BRE?NER: That's true.

23 MR. BRIGATI: -- most not over objection because

24 the County does not believe in objecting unnecessarily to
(a~)

25 evidence.
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:WRBab i But I have heard your ruling.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: And I did try to draw the

13 distinction between what I think are most of -those rulings
73
( l'

~ 4' and this one.
.

"'

5 I may alsoftell'you-that just because something

6 has.not be struck or precluded from being admitted by a

7 prehearing ruling does not mean thet we are going to

consider. it probative and reliable when we look at it later8

9 !and compare it. Some of the hearsay may. turn out to he on

10 non-controversial-points, in which case-it may have been

11 efficient to get it in that way.

12 -If the point is controversial, we will be aSle to

judge -that better later when we get the findings, although13

14 we certainly have some sense of -it now. We may decide that
[~)T%

15 it is not probative. de have already. out the parties on

.16 warning about ABS in advance because we had some orehearin)

.17 concerns, and we will put it together.

IS So ycu are free to write your findings. I knos

19 it is easy for a Judge to say it will go to the weioht of

20 .the evidence but it is a true point. And I think if you

21 look at the findings of this Board, at least in the cast,

22 there are' matters which we have stated we would not credit

23 because.it was not sufficiently reliable, given the basis
for 'the matter as compared to the bases for the viewpoint of

-(x-) 24

25 another witness dho disagreed on the point.
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h (WRBob' Li So we take very seriously the weight ,f the

2 1 matter, and this is one of the factors.
-

.

The reason we granted the motion this morning is
- 3

.-9 'because we'did determine that the. weight would 5e zero.kJ 4

5 'Let me check with my Board members, since you did'

6 -take the1 time to give us your reasons more fully, and we

7- appreciate having it. It just ' does not change my result,

8 |but I'll find out in a moment whether it changes theirs.

9 MR. STROUPE: Do you need a resconse from me.
'

-

10' your Honor?

11
There is maybe one point that I would like to

12 make, and that is that, quite f rankly, Suf f olk County has

13 had araple opportunity, as you observed. Judge Brenner.

particularly when one considers that'they had the14s('sQ opportunity to request to file rebuttal testimony to LILCO's15

16 testimony filed on August 14th which, indeed, included a

17 tremendous amount of information about DEMA.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: Actually, you understated your

- 19 case.

20 MR. STROUPE: There are some other things I could.

21 state, too.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: The materiality of the DEPTA

23 limits has been talked about since at least the drafting >

73_ 24 of the contention which predetes the filing of testimony,
\J-

25 and I suspect even predates that.
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11-~WRSeb i NR. STROUPE: Not only that.- we also had

- 2 available a person as a live witness who had formerly been ,
z

. ?3 head. of' the DEMA- Technical Committee and wa's knowledgeable
-

.q.
/ 4 :in.'that area. It was-subject to cross-examination by the

25 County.

6- -JUDGE BRENNER: I think'we have heard enougn..
.

<

7~
Did the Staff want to add anything?-

8~ MR. GODDARD: Nothing.

^9 (The Board confeTring.)

10

. II'

: 12 .'

.13

"
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17'
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} ' WR Bpp -- 'I JUDGE BRENNER: Judges Morris and Ferguson say

-2 they will' support me this time.
I did want to excuse the witnesses -formally. Why

. .3'

. n) ~- ^ > 4 don't we have somebody let them come back'in. All I wanted(

SL to do was to thank them. We are finished'with them, am I

6. correct. in terms of all examination?
7- We can, perhaps go to some of the matter.

8 MR. STROUPE: I think Mr. Ellis and'Mr. Dynner.
'

9 perhaps, want to talk to you about oistons.
'

10 Whereupon.

11
Stanley G. Christensen.

.12 G. Dennis Eley.
,

and13

Dale G. Bridenhaugh,'' 14
.

s -) - .

15 resumed _the stand and. having heen oreviously duly sworn.

16- were examined and testified further as follows:
-Welcome back, gentlemen, you don't went to get17-

18, too comfortable because we're going to tell= you that 'you can

19 go at this time.

I don't know whether we're going to start the20

21 ciston testimony today. My sense of it is that it proaahly

22 doesn't pay, anymore, to do that. Does anybody disagree?

23 MR. STROUPE: I don't think Mr. Ellis does. I

z /'Y 24 think he feels that --

'V
25 JUDGE BRENNER: Here he is.

.
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WR3pp 11 MR. STROUPE: 'I think he feels it would be better

2: to start at the same time so he-can finish it.

3 JUDGE BRENNER: That's consistent with what he
,-y

44 said the other day. Do.you want to insist on' starting youri )
^#

!5 examination of the County's piston witnesses today?

6 MR. ELLIS: No, sir.

7 JUDGE BRENilERs. All right.

3 Then we can, indeed. let the witnesses go some

9 ~ of you. for now. Forgive me. I don't remember whether -- I
futureguess we will see all of you back on some aspect at10-

'll testimony, at least. So we will only say farewell for now.

12. rather than a permanent good-bye. - I do want to comment on

the f act that, as I do7't have to tell you af+ er your days~13g

f"} 14 sitting here, it is the oh. lect of all parties in this'

;
. /-%J hearing to make things easier for themselves, and not15

16 necessarily easier for you as witnesses. And you find that

"tha t they
17 even from parties that Jo not disagree with you.

are trying to do is to get findings down. get your testimony18

19 down on the transcript. in a way'from which they can write

'20 findings that will be meaningful to a lay reader. And that

21 of ten makes for a dif ficult process. Then the difficulties

22 are compounded by the fact that not everyhody in the room

23 agrees with you. So that gets more difficult. And then you

have parties interrupting each other or interrupting voor('Y 24
v flow of thought with oblections and rulings from the Boari25

~ . . .
. .

-___-. . - _ _ . _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _
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And then .they exoect you to re nember what is not
1: WR8pp 1 and so on.

2 always a very simple question. five minutes later. when they
also - as I an sure Counsel may have advised you -- expect

qq- - 3
3ecauseyou to| listen to the ' argument on the ob jections.~' 4-

5 there may be some things in there that are pertinent to what

6. - you have to do next. And this is all very. Very di fficult.

7 And I think I understand that. I'm sure I don't under it as

8- well as I would if I were sitting at the table with you.

9 But ' we appreciate that those difficulties exist.
My personal oninion is the adversary orocess10

works -in the .end, but it probably doesn't seem like it's11

12 working while you're in the midst of it. And that's the

13 5est I can do. But we appreciate-those difficulties and do

thank you for your assistance in trying to explain the~

14'
[a')

information further than you had given in your initial15

16 wri tten . testimony.

17 So. I hope you en. joy your break from the hearing.

13 and we'll see you again in future hearings. Thank you a ll

19 .very much.

(The witness panel excused.)20

~21 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay, we can talk about

22 scheduling. We had meetings in chambers at the end of the

day yesterday discussing scheduling matters and some matters23

[ 24 relating to scheduling.
.mJ

25 The first question we have ist what the time

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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1 - WR Bpp ' 1- estimate might be by the carties for cross-examination of

22 the County's piston testimony. .now that the testimony is

3 ~ going to be. revised. We received revised copies yesterday.
.ges

4- The revisions are deletions to the testimony.''

5 -Mr. Ellis?

6 MR. ELLIS: Yes. Judge. I aopreciate the Board

7- giving me last night to review that testimony. I have

8 reviewed it, and the County deletions, and there is a change

9' or.two. And I can give the Board an estimate but there's a

10 ' band of toleranca there that I want to explain.

11 *4y estimate.is that I think that we can comclete

our cross-examination of the County in three to four hours.12

13' And it.would be my hunch that we would complete the entire

piston cross-examination -- recross, redirect -- my sense ofj'') 14
us

15 -things is it could easily be done in a day.
That could vary though, depending on some points16

17 I now want to raise. I need to discuss this fitrther with

18 tir. Dynner.
.

Some of the testimony is not clear to us. There
19

indication of its
20 is one portion that is excised without any

21 excision and I just wanted to be sure that that was an

22 oversight, that there aren't other omissions that are
-

23 unmarked.

24 The pageination. I think, is just a function of() existing.
25 the computer, but it's a li ttle di ff erent f rom the

,

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ -
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L|WRBpp i There is an answer without a question that I want

2 to-review.

_3
There is . . I think a -- I'm trying still.to

. ,< 3 - .
a t-

~

understand this structure. which I woeld pref er not to go''
4

5 -forward today.

We would.also'like some additional time other6-

7 .than just this overnight to consider whether LILCO wants to

file any motions to eliminate f urther portions of the8

testimony that should be deleted, given the deletions that:9'

10 have been made. And, for example, there's a portion of the

contention, that we think may -- should go as a result of the11

12. deletions, and there are some other portions of the

13 testimony _that we may want to file a motion with resoect

(~' 14 to. We'would also, of course, give the party a new
w)

15 cross-examination plan in timely f ashion so that it would

16 deal with the new testimony.

;7 There are also some other portions of tne

IS testimony at the beginning, pages 3 and pages 2. tnat may

19 have to be conformed to the deletion.

20; A finel conment I mey make. I think circumstances
y

21 compel it.- We welcome the deletions because, of course.

they eliminate controversy where we hope none should exist.22

23 But, obviously. I find the timing a little disturhing. Tne

County filed 33 pa;.es in July and now aoproximately 20 of
{} 24

25- the 33 pages are gone. And this is af ter LILCO has spent a

,
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LWRBppf 'l
-substantial amount of time responding to it, oreparing for

:

2 icross-examination'and the like. And it.haopens on the eve'

w- 3 of.. when -we are ' to begin our cross-examination.

So-while we welcome the deletions, as they_4.

5 certainly eliminate areas of controversy that shouldn't be
,

I'm
6 'in controversy. we wish the timing had been c'.herwise.

I 7- sure there- are -reasons. good reasons, why that could not be

- 8 controlled by the County.. But that's a i:omment I felt

.9 compelled to make.

10 JUDGE-BREN45R: When I think the sesendipity, if

you will, of having a break in the hearing at this time is a11

12- good one. _Because if you had asked for more t; .e prior to

< 13.: beginning your cross examination, based on the fact that you

I'I 14 have only recei.ved the revised testimony late yesterday.:

Ny

15 'af ternoon, we would have certainly had to consider seriously

16 such a motion. And theifact that we have to break now.

17 anyway, will- take care of many of those problems.

18 MR. DYNNER:- Judge Brenner. since Mr. Illis felt

19- compelled to make the extensive comments he did. I feel

compelled to make a short answer to them, because I thought20

' a portion of his comments were totally unnecessarv. and I21

22 ' don't know why he made them.

Obviously, as I exclained when we put this23

amended. testimony, or the deletions, on the record the other{]) 24

day, that the reason for these deletions arose out of much25'
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And Mr. Ellis is
WyF;7' l. of the cross-examination on the oistons.

the Countyquite;right when he said that he was sure that2

If '4r. Ellis was sure that the County had
13: had, good reasons.

7-)s -L~ good reasons for the time that it took to make these4 .

. deletions, he did not.have to make the statement he was5

6 comoelled to make. It's the kind of thing that I f eel is,

It adds nothing
7 totally unnecessary in these ' proceedings.

I don't wish
8 to them except~to get the lawyers squabbling.

9 .to squabble. But I'think.if, in the future, those tyoes.of

comments or statements on the record cin he eliminated.
it

10

~11 would be better for.all of us. We will neet with Mr. Ellis

in order to resolve, quite soprocriately not on the record.12

his concerns about some of the potential problems with his13

14 ability to read the deletions properly. And we will get

( ])
15 those resolved before we go back in session. Thank you.

16 MR. ELLIS: Le t me ,)us t stat e --

17- JUDGE BRENNER: Stoo. No, I'm not coing to let

18 you. I'm not going to let you. 14r. Ellis, no natter how

hard you try, so make it easy on yourself.19

20 Thank you.

I will observe, genarelly, and whether the
21

parties want to infer any aoolications of the present22

circumstances, that's up to them, that lawyers see.n. to get23,

along much better off the record next door in chambers than([) -24

they do'here, when discussing the very same 505 ject matter.25

..

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ .
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Nevertheless.-it'is necessary to put-some things on theWRBpp 'l

2' . record.
Mr. Goddard, could you give us an estimate for

- 3,s
1 1 the length of time for Staff's cross-examination of theV 4-

,

5- County's testimony on oistons?

~6
MR. GODDAR3 - Not more than one hour. Judge

7 3renner.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: Would the parties still wish to

9 begin pistons on October 12? That would he our next hearing

10 date.

11 4R. ELLIS: That's fine with LILCo.

.12 JUDGE BRENNER: The other option is to begin the

5 locks on ,that day and hold the oistons until we finish the13

[3 14 litigation of the blocks.

(/ '
15 MR. ELLIS: If we could proceed with the pie, tons

16 on that date. I think it might be better. Maybe the pistons

17 -- I was thinking the pistons might be in the same findinas

18 track with the crankshaft?

19 JUDGE BRENtlER: No. I'll get to that next, but

20 that will not he the case. Crenkshafts will be on a

. separate -- on an advanced findings track and pistons and21

blocks will be on the sarae findings track. regardless of22 L
'

,

23 which one is done first. At least that is what we

24- intended. But we will discuss it in a moment.[ (]
25 MR. D'(NNER: Judge. I was . lust coina to oive yo't

,

.

.

p
. - _ - . _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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) WRBpp 1 my views on the schedule. We would, on reflection, suagest

the possibility of starting with the blocks on the 22nd.2

-)-
3 -The reason I say that is purely logistical. We will. for

4 ' the 3 or 4 hours, have to bring peoole in from California.'~'

5 It would be more convenient for the witnesses and, if it
does not disturb'the-Board's sense of how things might6

7 proceed, if we could, perhaos, do the piston

cross-examination at the conclusion of the block3

cross-exanination, it would make our logistics a heck of a9

10 lot easier. And it might even make other carties logistics

11 easier. And I throw that out as a suogestion and not as a

12 firm position.

13 JUDOE BRENNER: I'm surprised you're not

And let me
14 thinking of your own' logistics as a lawyer.-(}

suggest you are such a generous person that maybe it doesn't15
Let me

16' matter, compared to your witnesses logistics.

17 suggest this to you you may have considered it and you aay

Even though I said the findings date will be the18 not have.

same for blocks and pistons, we certainly don't expect that19

cartics wait until the close of tSe record on all issues.20

before they begin work on their prooosad findings on a21

And by doing the oistons first. vou will be able22 . subject.

to get a lot more of your work on the pistons subject as23

('') 24 lawyers, while blocks are being litigated.
v

25 'tR. Df NNER: Only if we can 5e in two places at
.

1
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i.WRBpp 1 .the same time.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Oh. no. You have more than one

r~s 3 attorney. It's up to you. You out your resources where you

~

4- think b'est. - 'But there is that oossibility.
de will decide the point and let'you know'during5

.the' break period, because it will deoend on how much weight6

7 I want to give to the time estimates, which I will think

8 about for myself. And also Judge Ferguson's schedule. which
,

I will also address on the record before we close this9

10 morning.

'1hile on the sub. lect of the revisions of theIl .

12 piston testimony -the carties do have things to discuss.

13 which will be discussed among the parties off the record.
..

14 involving logistical things.()
I'm not going to ask you now for a statement of15

16 why the changes were.made substantively. Mr. Dynner. I

17 understand they were made as the result of information

18 coming in through this record, and oerhaps other sources.
Sut as I read it, and it was not a studied reading -- it was19

20 only since late yesterday and this morning -- but as I read

21 it. I had some questions in my own mind as to why certain

22 portions were remaining in while some other portions were

23 renaining out. And in order to understand that better. I

. ( ,) 24 need to know precisely why the deletions are being made.,m
-

25 And it may be that when the County has a further chance to

.
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-WRBpp ' 't. :look;at?this testimony, that.there may be some further
,

.2: changes. . And that changes may he deleted material coing:

- 3 back11n or non-deletad' material. going out.- or maybe the-
,

changes would | stay 'the same 'as you are _giving them to us' '

41 '
,

But you can' key the exolanation that we're coing to
+

,

n5 .now.

6? want to get'from you on the record when we resume.-to the.
*

.,.7f ' general observation'I .just made.. -

<

-In addition, it may be'that some of the8 .

9= sub-issues 'can be -identified as no longer being in
>.

-While, at the same time. getting a precise[ 10 . controversy.
.

-11 identification of the iss les that still are in controversy

12 within the context of pistons. And that.'in itself. maybe

11 3 enough to help explain to me why some of the deletions were
'

i
;
;

) ' 14' made and others were not made..
Let-me give you one general observation. There

15:

161 is, at least, one place in the testimony'where'it acoeared.

'17 to me that the conclusion was left in on's particular ,

+

18. point. And that the material that was deleted was either
]

the explanation for the conclusion or the additional details19

20' on.why the-conclusion is important to the County's ;

- '

!

21 witnesses. '

If my observation is right -- and it may not have,.

-22'

I'm just mentioned it so you will be able tolook at it'23 been,
t

during the break ceriod -- if my observation is right
O( ) 24-

then deleting the details does not assist either the25'. ,

!i

r

i

- _ - _ _ _ . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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WRBpp -I- efficiency of the proceeding or -- because'now the area is

21 - going to have'to be inquired into anyway as to tha bases for'r=

3 the witnesses' conclusions so long as the conclusion remains
3

( ). - .and it also confuses me, getting hack to .my other Doint.'' 4-

5 as to what the Cotinty' has in mind that is still in

6 controversy.. So we need to come back to this su5loct. It

L7 may'be that the first time we will come back to it will be
<

8 - October 22nd and regardless of whether we are going to hear

9- the piston testimony that day, I would like the parties to

10 be prepared to address these points again that day
However it also may be appropriate -- and I will

II

12- leave it uo to the parties -- for certain stipulations to be-
agreed upon and filed.with the Board as to what is still in13

Whether they will go so f ar as to involve
L/''] 14 controversy.
(>

15 stipulations of fact, I don't know and I haven't thought

16 through and you will have to think about that. But at least

stipulations as to what issues are in controversy and what17

18 issues are not in controversy. That will helo the Board

19 _ focus on what findings we are coing to be esked to make well
in advance of actually getting the proposed findings and20

21 that helps us as we hear the testimony that we will be

22 hearing from the County witnesses.

23 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner -- .

('') - 24 JUDGE BRENNER: You don't have to discuss the
U

25 substance of any of it. I lost want you to consider all

9

6.
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. RBpp- I these_ things.W*

~2 MR. ELLIS: The problem with the orocedure f rom

7^3 '3 ny perspective is that it invites a moving target.
1.)

4 ' JUDGE BRENNER: Well moving only during the

5 immediate next. week or so. Obviously this cannot continue

up until very close to the 22nds whatever is coing to be6

7 done, should be done next week.

8 MR. ELLIS: Are we then not able to prepare or

to
9 think about preparing whatever motion we might want

10 prepare? Because we would want to oroceed now but if we are

going to get a ,chone call at the end of next week saying Jh11

I think
12 by the way we want to add this and subtract this.

13 'tha~t is an intolerable situation.
14 -JUDGE BRENi1ER: I can solve.that oroblem by-()
15 saying-don't do anything further. the matter is going to

16 stay where it is.

17 It seems to be that it is a cart of the same

18 process, that you would think about what motions you may

19 want to file while discussing the matters among the

20 parties.

21 You are going to have a hard time moving to
.

22 strike something on the basis that a party voluntarily

23 deleted something else. it seems to me. But you think about

24 that, and maybe you can show ne something I am not thinking(
25 of.

4
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See if you can get yourself out of an adversarial
) WRB gb- 1

2- -- a total adversarial posture for a little while durina the

3 next. week and think about some of the things I have said
,

'-
;

4 here. And then if at the end of the'next week nothing has'

happened, you can all go back to your other more adversarial5

posture and do whatever you think you have to do on behalf o6

7 your clients.

8 MR. DYNNER: If it helps the Board's thinking.

I will just simoly point out that the deletion of direct9

10 testimony by the County does not necessarily mean that the

11' County is withdrawing portions of its contention. It may

12 heen, as you well know, that the County will rely uoon the

13 record as it stands at this time.

I^') 14 JUDOE BRENNER: I understand that very well and I
-

%r
tried to pnrase ny comments in such a way as to show that I15

Andrecognized that and many other possibilities as-well.16

17 if I didn't phrase it in that way. I certainly had your

18 point in mind nevertheless.
But it seems to me that there is some movement19

And
20 here and what the movenent means I don't know vet.

it would lead to some new basis for a partial
21 whether or not

settlement on some part of the contention I have no idea.22

But I want you to think about that as long as -- as well as23

the processes we have just discussed where the County will() 24

have to come back and precisely identify what is still in25

-

u
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WRBagb 1 controversy 'and what is _ not still in controversy, if there

2 is anything in the latter category. We can leave it at

<N 3 that, I believe.
1 1

4 I will say one more thing .lch is obvious to

Certain remedies may have been not suitable for a5 your

6 larger: scope of matters being in controversy but they may

7 become more suitable if the scope of that which is in

8 controversy is narrowed and that would be part of the
<

9 thinking process also.

10 All right. I did want to discus ~s the findings

il schedule for crankshafts. Is there something further on

12 pistons Mr. Ellis?

13 MR. ELLIS: No, your Honor.

14 JUDGE BRENNER: I recognize your problem, I don't()
15 know'how to solve it other than by some solution that I

16 think might turn out to be worse than the problem.

17 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We had informed the

to set a
19 parties yesterday in chambers that we did want

20 schedule for proposed findings by the parties on the issue

21 of crankshafts, but I did offer the parties an opoortunity

22 to consider whether there was an substantive reason why that

23 would not be an appropriate thing to do. And I will invite

() 24 that now, if there is any comment.'

25 (flo response. )

,
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IJUDGE BRENNER:--Hearing:none, the schedule in

2- accordance with the regulations -- I hope I. remember them

3' correctly. -- would be 30, 40, 50 and 55 days as suggested;

4 :for. calendar' days in the sequence of LILCO, then the County'

5 and the State together, then the Staff and then LILCO's

6 reply.

We want to set page limitations also and we7

' advised the parties of what our thinking was in chambers and8

9 gave the parties an opportunity to think about it and get

10 'back to us today. Whatever page limits we set. we would

apply those limits to the County and the State together.11

12 And if there is. some problem that I don't presently perceive~

13 involving 1 applying that page limitation to the. County and

the State together, I am sure wo will hear about it in a(~' 14. q.) -
15 timely .f ashion but otherwise we will acoly it in that way.

The precise dates adjusted for the calender woild16

17~ 'be as follows - and tell me if I have made a :aistake af ter

18 you have had a chance to consider its
November 5 -- these are received dates and they19-

have to be received by the Board and all participating4

20

21 parties -- November 5 for LILCO's croposed findinjs t
November 15 for receiot of the proposed findings of the

j - 22

23 County and the State. And for the Staff, I thought we would!

24 set November 27. The actual date would be the 26th, b>rt the
i- ~()

25 Thanksgiving holiday occurs in that interim so we vill give

.

%

L__
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the Staff an additional day and make it Novem5er 27. Then
WRB gb; I

=the date for receipt of LILCO's reply would be December 3rd.2

3 Page limitations.- Have the parties -- I don't
|

You know
4 'know if you have discussed.it'among yourselves.

5 what our~ suggestion was yesterday. If there is no

-difference of opinion from the parties, we are going to15

7 -apply our suggestion.
~

8 Mr. Ellis?

9 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, we have not had an
is toopportunity- to do the kind of research I wanted, which10'

11 go back and look at what wa had done and to see what kind of

.12 reduction factor would be reasonable to see how many pages

13 of transcript. But we did have an opportunity to discuss it

last night to consider'the kinds ~of-issues that have baenn) . '14i.s
raised in the crankshaft testimony and generally the numbar.

15

16 of days devoted to it. And we do not really believe the 65
^

17 pages is adequate.

We believe that -- when we all discussed it we18

thought that given our experience in this hearing even if we19

20 cut everything by half-that we would he much more'

comfortable with, and think it would be more sopropriate.

21

given the nature of the issues and the testimony, to have22

23 page limitation on the order of 150 pages f or both reoly --
yx
i ) 24 both the submission and the reply.
s

Does the Board also contemolate that we would25

D

_
- - - - - - - _ _ - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - ._ _
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} iWRB:gb l'
also' submit'a draft opinion as we Jid before?

2 JUDGE:BRENNER : .No, I thought I established that
-

3 'in the'prehearing conference order. That is going-_to cut
jy
'-) down on the. number o.f pages. .-Me are going -- there are same^

4

xperiments!that are noble and there are some expariments-5 e

.that are less noble, and .we draw inf erences from the-6
it. And

7: previous findings-format and have decided to-change
we are returning to the -- well I' described it in my written8 .

9. order. ' You can go back and look at it.
If there is any question as to the format, the10

11 two of us -- I am -citing this only for format purposas.

participated in a recent decision in the Limerick proceeding12

and that'is the format we have in mind for this proceedin;13

14 now.- That was an August issuance.
c''}\-

~15 MR. ELLIS: In concluding that 65 would be too

little, we took into account the number of pages that have16

been devoted ta
17 been prefiled, the number of days that have

-18 the hearing and the number of exhibits.that have been
discussed that it may be appropriate to cita nnd make.use of19

20 in the findings and we simply came to the conclunian that 55
i< sues.would not be adequate in our view to cover all the21

22 ' JUDGE BREINER: 150 sounds like auch to, much to

23 me.

Let me hear.from the other parties.
(]'J 24

25 4R. DYllNER: We will try to live with 56.
*

.

4
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Ut1WRBdgb IL -Obviously.the number of-pages which the Board sets will.be-

2: app 11 cable to all parties, so if there is an increase we
~

n
,

L3- obviously would want the benefit of that.e
~\_]I

,

4~ _

JUDGE BRENNER . Yes. of course. i

,

'S -Staff?

6- - MR. G:)DDARD: The Staff would favor a lawer.
.,

7 limit, prefeNably in the area of the 65 pages.sungested by

8 ~the Licensing Board.

JUDGE BHENNER: All.right. We will discuns it as
{9 4e

i, 9
? 100 ' "a Board this morning, and get back to you on the record this>

g4
11_ morning.

'

9- 12 But before we-do thet, let me see if there are~

<

.

a'ny other, subjects we'have to discuss this_morniny.13

I have one but I don't know if the parties had() ~l 4

,

15 any_others, t

I", 16 , (No response.)

17 JUDGE.3RENNER: Hearing none, I did want to
>

announce 'to the parties that, as you may know. Judge,

18

Ferguson is a part-time member of the- Atonic Safety anl19;,.,
_ ,

,

c

) 20 Licensing Board panel. For the last month he has been a
F

21 non-menber during his sleeping hours and a member durin7 his

22 waking hours.

Nevertheless he reminds us f rom time to time that23<

he is a prof essor at a university and he has students and( )- 24

25 classes and so forth. He has been a51n. vith a lot of

.
.

[_'
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lL effort, to 'make arrangements to he here with us'each andl' - WRB;gb-
. r

2 every day so~far in this hearing. The length of the hearing

3 is longer than ,we had initially anticipated.'

s

: \ '

'' .4 What I am leading up to is the. fact that we do

P 5 not' know yet wh' ether Judge Ferguson will be able to be here
4a at all' future sessions and it has been' my prac tice to try to6

7 announce in advance when the Board will be proceeding on a~

-

' 8 .- .i quorum basis. kewillnotkno)rforsureforsomeperiodof~

.s . . ttime, but it may be that at the very naxt session we will be
,

..,

; . |9' >
y

-10 proceeding on a quorum basis, so I want to let you know t_ hat
.x

I l- as a possibility. It may/ be that schedules can bn worked
.

12 out and we will be able to proceed as a full Soard for~

l' 3 . almos't a11 of the sessions, if no't a11 of the cessions.
a f

,

t y

'

/m - :14 : That is as far as I,can go at this time.J

'

. Q
15 All rioht. de will take az lo-minute break-and

,

* >
'

, , j _. .

16 come back and,give you the page limits.
' i

17 (Recess.)r

, -

t

t _, ~

r /
18' \. ' , JUDGE BRENNER: Back on the record for this

,
> .

19 momentous decision. ,. i
s. ,'

3.
,

Seriously, we did consider it. The page-limit is
20 i

it

21) 90pages.fWethinkthatis.largerthanisnecessarybutve
Ne have received ;

J

22 4 ,think it gives some margin of comfort.
3,1

findings in'thegoast in this procaedino that were simply' 23i ,

=24! more verbole,than'n c ssary.- We don't nead the testinany~

[',)u
25 - and the record regurgitated back word-for-word. The oSject

i
*

x

*

k

|/h,j'
$

se

~* ~ - - - + -
.),,.

. , _ , , , . , _ _ _
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, of proposed findings is to. synthesize.and analyze the.~WRBagb_ l

-2. . testimony for us and we think 90 pages are more than

f~4 3 . sufficient' - or at least sufficient to-achieve taet goal.-

As we have stated, the 90.pages is for the totalN. /
~

4

5 number.of pages.- So when LILCO files its procosed findings,

it will have es.many pages for the. reply as the difference6

17 between 90 pages and the number of oages'it files in its

.8. initial proposed findings.

The other parties do not have the right of reply9
3-

.so but the. sequence is such that they are reolying to the'lO*

findings . filed prior, thereto and they theref ore will gat the11

.12 . 90 pages in those findings. If there is any.need-for any

variatidn of-the page limits, emergency urgent requests for'13

I -14 . relief can be filed, but they .are not going to be looked up

15 with favor and they therefore have got to be very seriously

16 f elt and very we ll-based. . So there is that sa f ety -va lv e - rt

!!7 least in. case we are =all wrong.

'18 -The length of the record and the length of the

-19| . number of pages of transcript is not necessarily

20. . proportional to the-volume or findings needed.

21' -The only othar matter is sometians the parties
-

T22. without the right of . reply to findings filed af ter that
*

party have a problem and again we can receive special23

1 (-() ,
.

motions about that subject. But if that comes to cess, we24
,

25 are going to be mindful of the oe.je limitations also.
!

i.
|
;

i

.
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So that if there is some pro 51em and -- I will
) nRB;gb 1

2 Lleave it atLthat. Maybe the'oroblem will not come up.

3 If there is nothing else that nee d. be di scu ese:1.-
jN;

0 We expect to be back on ' October4' 'we ~ill_be in recess now.

5 ~ 22nd -- in f act, we will be back here on October 22nd at

6 10:30,

71 MR. DYNNER: I think you ere going to mention-

and discuss among yourselves whether we were coing to come8

back and do the pistons or whether we were going to defer-9

10 the-pistons.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes, I'm so rry. I probsbly did

12- not make that clear. I did not mean we could make that

13 clear to you today. We will arnounce that as soon as we

can, some time during the break period and communicate that
' (~3 14
. wJ .

-15 to-you.

In fact I haven't worked out the- schedule of the-16

17 oroceeding beyond October 22nd. We will be in se=sion for

18 more than just that day that week but I do not know hov nsny-

days that week and I do not know what the schedule will be19'

for . future weeks and we will let you know about that just as12 0
'

21 soon as we can also.

22 Right now don't maka any cormitaents thst will

23 preclude having people here for October 22nd and

(s~h 24. thereafter. So I do not want to hear that someboly made

commitments because they thou;ht they would be free.25

L
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we let you
. .'WRBhgb I We will let you know soon and onca

- 2. ' know then of_ course you can rely.on-what we te11 you from,

3 that point.. . -

k 4- Thank you for your time this week and-I hooe you'

5 enjoy the' break ~1n the hearing, even though i t won't be a

6, break :in your work load, as we well know. and we will 5e

c7: back'in session on October 22nd at 10:30.

8- (Whersuoon, at 12:30 p.m., the hearing in the

above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene October 22, .9

- 10 - 1984 at 10:30 a.m.)
-

- 11

12

-13

Ci 14
v

15

16

17

18

19

'20

21

22

23

f'N 24.:
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